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3456789!There are hazardous voltages in this unit. Do not attempt to repair it.  

! !
"485.5699!To reduce the risk of electrical shock, do not expose the chassis to rain or 
moisture. 

 
There are no user-serviceable parts in the Audio Time Manager. If repairs are 
necessary, contact Customer Service at 888.257.2578 (toll-free), our fulltime tech 
support line 216.622.0247, or write to info@25-seven.com. 

!
:*4! ;<4**! 4! ;=>?:@.56! 37A.;7! .5B=8>4@.=5! @=! :*78C! "485.569 This 
equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio-frequency energy. If it is not installed 
and used as directed by this manual, it may cause interference to radio communication. 
This equipment complies with the limits for a Class A computing device, as specified by 
FCC Rules, Part 15, Subpart J, which are designed to provide reasonable protection 
against such interference when this type of equipment is operated in a commercial en-
vironment. Operation of this equipment in a residential area may cause interference. If 
it does, the user will be required to eliminate the interference at the user’s expense. 
!"#$% Objectionable interference to TV or radio reception can occur if other devices 
are connected to this device without the use of shielded interconnect cables. FCC rules 
require the use of only shielded cables. 

 

 
© 2013,!!25-Seven Systems, A Telos Alliance Company. All rights reserved.  
We are constantly working to improve our products. Specifications and features are subject to change 
without notice. 
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!"#$%&%'()&*+,$+-&
These pages will help you get the most out of the Audio Time Manager™ (ATM).  

!! The first two pages describe ATM’s basic concept and operation: if you’re facing an 
ATM that’s already installed in a rack, this may be all you need. 

!! The next two pages detail ATM’s features and how they can benefit your operation.  

!! Then there’s a detailed explanation of all the menus and controls, and instructions 
for setup and installation. 

!$.(#&/(01&*+,+213&+%&+&4-+,51&
Think of the Audio Time Manager as a high-quality, rugged digital stereo recorder... 
with two important differences: it can record part of a show while playing back another 
part, and playback speed can be as much as 20% faster than the original program. In 
effect, this can create up to 12 minutes of “new” time per hour. It does this without 
pitch change, artifacts, or glitches, thanks to our proprietary processing algorithms; 
with most broadcast material, a 10% speed change—6 new minutes per hour—is virtu-
ally undetectable by most listeners. And the built-in Time/Rate Management Calculator 
gives operators complete control for smooth network joins, backtimes, and insertions 
with no special training or math. Audio Time Manager’s simple interface reduces stress 
and the possibility of on-air mistakes. 

On top of that, Audio Time Manager features a large pre-record buffer. Even if you get 
distracted and press the !"#$!% button late, you can “reach back” into the past and 
capture audio that occurred much earlier1. Our unique Cue Mode lets you change the 
point that a recording will start playing back from—earlier or later—while you’re still 
recording. It always gives you another chance to make things perfect. 

For more details on what ATM does and its special features, see page 7. 

For information on how ATM’s processing works, see page 23. 

6+)(5&78"$%%#,&9:13+%(#,& &
Audio Time Manager can give you complete control over time.  It lets 
you delay the start of an incoming feed or recorded program but still 
have it end on time. It lets you “punch” breaks into a live event and 
catch up seamlessly. It can eliminate the need to back-time intros to 
network joins, so you can ad-lib and still join smoothly... even for 

events with random starts like news conferences. It can be automated, easily custom-
ized, and trimmed if conditions change while it’s in operation. Complete instructions 
for these features start on page 8.  

                                                        
1 Up to an hour ago, depending on hardware configuration. 
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Or you can ignore these advanced functions and never read the complete instructions. 
If you can press two buttons, you can run an Audio Time Manager. Here are just a few 
applications: 

!"#$%#&%'(#&$%&%)#&*#+',,',+&-./&-"&01"',+/&$&,#%2-"3&.##0&
When the network program starts or returns from a break, press !"#$!% on ATM. Run 
any local material—a weather forecast, breaking news, or additional spots. When you’re 
finished with the local material, press &'() on Audio Time Manager. That’s it. The 
network program will start playing at a faster speed but with no pitch change or distor-
tion, and then catch up with itself. Our unique Time/Rate Management Calculator™ 
(TRMC) figures out exactly how much speed change is needed—you don’t have to do 
any math. It even tells you how long until the network is playing in real-time again.  

45'(',$%#&*$637%'(',+&)$885#8&
You’ve got 5 seconds before the network news comes down, but you’ve got 15 seconds 
of important copy left to read. You just need a little more time. Have ATM record the 
news at the top, finish your copy, then just press &'(). Your listeners will hear your lo-
cal copy and the complete newscast, and the newscast will end on time. 

9(--%)5:&',%"-016#&"$,0-(78%$"%',+&#;#,%8&5'3#&,#28&6-,.#"#,6#8&
2'%)-1%&$232$"0/&%'(#72$8%',+&%$5371<8&
Ad-lib an introduction to, say, the Governor’s live speech. Don’t be afraid to finish a 
sentence or go to a promo or spot. When the speech actually starts, press !"#$!%. 
Complete your delivery, taking as long as you need. Introduce the event, then press 
&'(). The feed will start from its beginning, slightly faster than normal, and then catch 
up with itself in real-time. It’s as if they were waiting for your cue! You’re still carrying 
the event “live”, but you haven’t wasted time awkwardly trying to anticipate the 
speaker’s first words.  

!"#$%#&$&618%-(&*"#$3&',&%)#&('005#&-.&$&6-,%',1-18&<"-+"$(&
Major breaking news has occurred and you’re in the middle of a network show. Listen 
for any place to break in: the end of a sentence; a pause for a breath; the end of a song. 
Press !"#$!%, insert your news break, then press &'(). Your listeners will hear the 
news break as well as the complete network show. Never again will you have to say “we 
return to programming already in progress”... now, the network waits for you. 

="-<&',&>=8&2'%)-1%&8%#<<',+&-,&%)#&$6%'-,!
Easily add a station ID or announce a sponsor during a live remote or a ball game. Lis-
ten for a place to create a break, then press !"#$!% and insert your ID. When you’re 
finished, press &'(). The ongoing program picks up from exactly where you paused it, 
with nothing missing. It’ll play slightly faster, then gradually slow down to real-time and 
join the ongoing feed smoothly. Our high-quality stereo signal path and proprietary al-
gorithms mean that even music programs can be interrupted this way, without upset-
ting your listeners. 
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!"#$%&''()%*+,-$.")*#/$,*0($(0(#1-2$3*14&"1$'*--*#/$+#5$+%1*&#6$$
It’s the big game and there’s a time-out, so you go to a spot. But whoops!— they’re play-
ing again, and the commercial is still running. Don’t worry… just press one button on 
ATM when they start up, and another when the commercial is over. Your listeners will 
hear everything, and you’ll never have to say “well, folks, during the break you missed a 
great home run.” 

7..$%&''(#1+)5$*#$+$4(+)*#/$3*14&"1$.*-)"81*#/$*1$
You’re carrying a live Congressional hearing with multiple speakers. Instead of inter-
rupting and talking over testimony to identify them, use ATM to pause the live feed, an-
nounce the speaker, and resume. You’ll catch back up to real time quickly, and your 
audience will hear your introductions and the complete testimony. Do this as many 
times as you need: you don’t have to catch real time before you do your next insert. 

9((.$(+-5:1&:"-($1*'($-4*;1*#/<$$
ATM’s perfect audio quality also makes it ideal for delaying programming without 
changing its running length. Time compression can be turned on or off without 
glitches, even during playback. 

There’s more to Audio Time Manager than a couple of buttons, of course, and plenty 
more cool things it can do1. Our Time/Rate Management Calculator™ lets you trim the 
playback speed while playing. It tells you exactly when ATM’s output will drop back to 
real-time, and lets you trim that time as well. Our !"#$ button lets you temporarily 
suspend time compression to keep fixed-duration events such as spots from being 
shortened.  

Our unique Cue Mode lets you adjust when a recording started, while it’s being re-
corded. You can move the start time later, to avoid coughs or awkward paper shuffling 
before an event actually started. Or you can move the start time earlier, going back in 
time to catch audio that happened before you pressed %&'"%$! 

For example, you can capture breaking news without even thinking about it. Just patch 
your network alert channel or other news source into ATM when you’re not using it for 
anything else. If news breaks and you miss it, just Cue back in time to the beginning of 
the news flash. Do an intro and play it on-air, or spool it into your newsroom system for 
later use. 

Add another dimension of power by controlling ATM directly from your automation 
system. Use ATM to extend local breaks simply by adding them to your program log. 
Trigger ATM from your EAS equipment so that when emergencies like Amber Alerts oc-
cur, no regular programming is lost. Complete instructions begin on page 8 of this 
booklet. 

Even if you do have ATM hooked up to your automation system, you can always take 
control manually and react to last-minute programming changes and breaking events. 
                                                        
1 How do you use your ATM? We want to know, so we can share techniques with other users. Drop us a 
note at info@25-seven.com. 
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!"#$%&'$()&*+,+-).&/)+0".)1&+,#&2),)3$01&
Virtually imperceptible speed changes. At 10% faster—an additional 6 minutes per 
hour—most listeners won’t even be aware ATM is in use. New technology makes it pos-
sible to do this with no choppiness, no stutters, no fuzziness, and absolutely no change 
in pitch or timbre. Even a 20% speed-up is glitch- and artifact- free... though at 20% 
with most sources, listeners will notice things being much faster than normal. Obvi-
ously, sources that speak slowly or music with a relaxed tempo can be sped up more 
than material that’s already at breakneck speed.  

No complicated programming needed. Two-button operation means you can react on-
the-fly to unplanned events like weather alerts, late-starting press conferences, or holds 
in a concert or sporting event. Our Time/Rate Management Calculator™ (TRMC) ad-
justs to what you want to do. 

Total flexibility with compression ratios. Change the upcoming playback ratio during 
record. Change it while playing. Or during playback, tell ATM when it should smoothly 
join real-time… and the proper ratio will be applied automatically. Change these ratios 
again and again, as many times as you want. 

Unique Cue Mode for better on-air presentation. You can change the record-in point, 
after you’ve started recording! Move it later to clean up sloppy starts. Move it earlier to 
catch unexpected events that happened before you pressed !"#$!%! 

Even advanced operations are simple. Most settings need just a few key presses. Soft-
keys mean that users don’t have to memorize menu structures. 

Keeps programs sounding natural. Some technologies can drastically cut into pauses, 
destroying a personality’s delivery. Our proprietary algorithms intelligently compress 
tiny sections of soundwaves: pauses stay in proportion; pacing and inflection are kept. 

Automatic ramp-down at end of compressed playback. No abrupt shifts: transitions 
back to real-time output are undetectable. 

Works as an easy-to-use time shifter. You can delay programming by as little as a sec-
ond or up to an hour, with or without time compression. Use simple push-button con-
trol, wire ATM to your automation system, or use both at the same time. 

You’re in complete control, all the time. Change vital parameters, even during com-
pressed playback. Adjustments are smooth and glitch-free. 

Flexible remote control. Run ATM from its front panel. Wire pushbuttons and LEDs to 
the built-in 8x8 GPIO. Connect using serial RS-232. Securely control ATM from a Web 
browser over your network! 

Works with your satellite system.  Advanced GPIO features let ATM lock incoming con-
tact closures to specific incoming audio, and then fire outgoing closures when that 
audio plays out. Local liners, ID’s and spots happen at the right point in the network 
program, whether you’re using time compression or not. 

Automatic creation of extra availabilities during network breaks. Special commands 
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let your traffic department put more spots in a break than would normally fit. ATM 
works with your satellite or network cue receiver and automation system to automati-
cally fit those spots in, without an operator, and without losing any network content. 

Time-Aware. ATM synchronizes itself to network clocks. Hook ATM up to any local data 
network that has Internet access, give it the address of a Network time Server (see page 
30), and it’ll always know the exact time. Or if your station has its own time server, lock 
ATM to it. 

Quiet operation. The only moving part is a low-speed fan. Run ATM next to a live mic! 

 “Future-proof” audio quality. Excellent sound quality1, both analog and digital stereo 
i/o, and PCM Linear processing  mean you can use ATM now and keep using it tomor-
row. No data reduction to mess up your sound. No distortion of the stereo field, even at 
extreme compression ratios. Time-compression algorithms are good enough to use on 
critical music programs. 

Easy software upgrades over the Internet. We can help you connect your ATM directly 
to 25-Seven’s servers to download the latest software. Future releases will even auto-
matically check for updates.  

 

!"#$%&'($)*&
!"#$%&'()*+&&&&&,-.("&!%$/$0+&&&&&&&1$2$3+&1"4+5$6/&&&&7-%/"%&8-++"0/&&9$3"%.&:"2.&&&!2;6&

 

8%"#/$%&,3+(<$&&&&=/3;>$&&&&'7?&13%$$0&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&@%;0/>"%+&8-++"0/&
Details of the rear panel appear in the Installation section, page 35. 

+)%(,*)-&./)"(%,$0&1$2%"34%,#$2&
5($3(*&6#-)2&
Audio Time Manager has four manually-controlled operating modes: Standby, Record, 
Play, and Hold. A fifth mode, Cue, is available during recording. 

                                                        
1 Signal/noise ratio =  84 dB with 10 dB headroom (94 dB dynamic range), A-weighted; THD @ 1 kHz = 
.01%; IMD (IHF) = .01%;  frequency response = ±.5 dB 20 Hz – 20 kHz. Measured with analog i/o; expect 
slightly better results with digital i/o. No change in audio quality with increased time compression.  

  (You probably thought we were going to try to weasel out of “excellent sound” in the footnote. Not us.) 
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!"#$%&'()*+#,-./0+(1,#'2(
This is the default, when ATM powers up or after time compression has ended.  

During Standby, the three transport buttons 
(!"#$!%, &$'%, (')*) are not lit. Input signal 
(usually a network, satellite, or remote feed) is passed 
to the output in real-time, after a small processing de-
lay. The processing delay—less than 1/4  second—is 

necessary so that ATM can change modes instantly, without any audio glitches. 

Even though the !"#$!% button isn’t lit during Standby, ATM is constantly recording. 
We use a circular buffer to capture the most recent 30 minutes of audio1, so you can go 
back and recall sounds that happened before you press !"#$!%. Learn how in the sec-
tion on Cue Mode, page 13. 

The LCD will look like this: 

!"#$%&$'()*+$

$$,-./0.1/)$

$$'()23"%4($$$56789$

$$$$:2)+$$$$$$;67<9$

 

Status 
 

Current time 

 

Press the adjacent softkey to enter Configuration mode (page 25). 
 

Press the softkey to read the current setup, IP address, software version, 
and similar information. 

If the screen is different but no transport lights are lit, the system is in 5678 (Configura-
tion) or ;67< (Information) mode. It will still pass signal. You may press the "+#)(" 
button from these screens to return to the default Standby screen. 

!"#$%&'#(%)*+'&
The 9 symbol designates a softkey. There are four blue rectangular softkeys in a vertical 
column to the right of the LCD.  When you see a 9, you may press the softkey next to 
that symbol to activate the indicated function. 

While ATM is recording or playing back, you will see => on the extreme right of the LCD. 
This is not a softkey; it tells you to use the ,( or %$-. cursor buttons to change the 
time compression ratio.  

While ATM is playing back or in hold mode, you will also see  ?@ on the extreme right. 
This tells you to use the '"/0 or !12&0 cursor buttons to change the join time.  

Next step: Go from Standby or any other transport mode to Record. You can do this by 
pressing the !"#$!% button, or by using a remote control (page 21). 

*+345%(
Incoming signal is recorded to ATM’s internal buffer. The output is 
muted to prevent mistakenly sending that signal  to air.   

                                                        
1 Or more, depending on hardware configuration. 
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You can enter Record at any time by pressing the !"#$!% button. During Record, the 
button is lit.  

During record, the LCD looks like this:  

!"##$%&'()#*+'''',-' Current ratio creates 6:00 minutes per hour, a 10% speed-up. Press the , 
or -'Cursor buttons to raise or lower this ratio. 

./01"'!"23"4!5'6789' With the amount of material recorded and the specified ratio, system will 
play out and join real-time at 6:24:36pm. Read about Cue on page 13. 

''01")4"4:'''';86<9' The Join time above will occur in 13 minutes 35 seconds. This display 
counts down. Press the softkey to see “Recorded at” time (below) 

=>?&"')"3@A#''8BCD9' There is 1 minute 49 seconds of marked material presently in the record 
buffer. Press the softkey to stop recording and dump the buffer. 

When you press the ;EF< softkey, the third line of the LCD changes to display the “Re-
corded at” time: the time-of-day when the current recording was started: 

!"##$%&'()#*+'''',-'  

./01"'!"23"4!5'6789'  

;EF<"'!"22")@'''CG9' The current recording started at 6:22:19pm. Press the softkey to return to 
the count down to Join time (above). 

=>?&"')"3@A#''8BCD9'  

When you first press !"#$!%, the compression ratio displayed on the top line of the 
LCD will be the Default Ratio as set in ATM’s Configuration Menu (page 27). This is the 
ratio that will be used when you press &'(). But be aware that ATM is actually record-
ing the incoming signal with no compression at all, for maximum quality and flexibility. 
Time compression happens on-the-fly during playback, and you can change the ratio at 
any time.   

If you press the 6789 softkey, ATM continues recording and enters Cue Mode. This lets 
you adjust the starting point of the current recording. For more details, see page 13. 

If you press the ;86<9 or CG9 softkeys, the third line of the LCD toggles between how 
long it will take to join real-time, and the time this recording started. 

If you press the 8BCD9 softkey or the "*#(&" button, ATM continues recording while 
showing you this confirmation screen: 

HI;GCGJ"'K>L5'M>N0/'  

01'O%E'P>??E&Q'  

''''''''''''''K7RS9' Press the softkey to stop recording and erase the buffer. 

''''''''''''''T88S9' Press the softkey to continue recording without interruption. This returns 
you to the record screen shown above. 

If you press K7RS9, ATM stops recording, dumps the buffer, and returns to Standby 
mode. 

If you press T88S9 or the "*#(&"  button, recording continues without interruption.  

!"#$%&K7RS&'()&%*+&,+-#.)&/$00+.1&&
!"#$%"#&"'(%#)*+"#!"#$%,-.#&'()&#/0'#10-2"-*"-1"3#40'#(0%&#5$'50%"%6#70$#1,-#&8*-+#0/#
9$(5*-:#,%#"(5&7*-:#&8"#;$//"'#,-.#"',%*-:#&8"#'"10'.*-:%#*-# *&3#<8,&=%#>8,&#>0$).#8,5?
5"-#*/#@<A#>"'"#,#10-2"-&*0-,)#.*:*&,)#'"10'."'3#
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! "#!$%&'$()&*+!,-.!)/!%0#/&$#&(*!12%013)#4!&0!$!%)1%'($1!3$&$!5'6621+!$#3!7'89!302/#:&!12$((*!3)/;

%$13!$'3)0<!"#/&2$3+!&=2!0(32/&!$'3)0!/$89(2!)/!%0#/&$#&(*!52)#4!129($%23!5*!&=2!#2>2/&!$'3)0!/$89(2<!

?0!12%2#&!$'3)0! )/!$(>$*/!$@$)($5(2A'9!&0!$#!=0'1+!3292#3)#4!0#!=$13>$12<!B@2#! )6!*0'!C/&$1&23!12;

%013)#4D!0#(*!$!62>!/2%0#3/!$40+!*0'!%$#!/&)((!9($*!$'3)0!&=$&!=$992#23!2$1()21<!!

E0'!%$#!&=)#F!06!&=2!5'6621!$/!52)#4!()F2!&=2!%)1%(2!0#!&=2!(26&+!>)&=!/(0&/!

&0!/&012!&)#*!%='#F/!06!3$&$!$10'#3!)&/!2342<!G01!&=)/!2H9($#$&)0#+!>2:((!

$//'82! $#! ,-.! >)&=! $! =$(6! =0'1! 06! /&01$42+! $#3! &=$&! *0'! 912//23!

!"#$!%! $&! IJ! 8)#'&2/! 9$/&! &=2! =0'1<"#%08)#4! $'3)0! )/! %0#/&$#&(*!
52)#4! 8$1F23! >)&=! &=2! %'112#&! &)82<! ,! 90)#&21! K&=2! C12%013! =2$3DL!

/>229/! 9$/&! &=2! 5'6621:/! /(0&/+!8$F)#4! 0#2! %089(2&2! %)1%')&! 2@21*! =$(6!

=0'1<!-=2!90)#&21!/&012/!&=2!%'112#&!$'3)0!$#3!&)82!3$&$!)#!&=2!%'112#&!

/(0&+! 129($%)#4! $#*! 2H)/&)#4! 3$&$! &=212<! "#! &=2! 31$>)#4+! &=2! 90)#&21! )/!

>1)&)#4!$'3)0!$#3!&)82!601!MJ!8)#'&2/!9$/&!&=2!=0'1<!

"6! &=2! 90)#&21! =$/#:&! 12$%=23! $! /(0&! 0#! )&/! %'112#&!

9$//+!&=$&!/(0&!/&)((!=0(3/!3$&$!6108!&=2!912@)0'/!9$//<!

-=$&:/! >=*! &=2! #2H&! /(0&! )#! &=2! 31$>)#4! $50@2+! N'/&! 9$/&! &=2! 90)#&21+! /=0>/! OPP!

8)#'&2/<!Q)&=! 2$%=! 9$//! &$F)#4! IJ!8)#'&2/+! $! /(0&! %$#! =$@2! $'3)0! $#3! &)82! 3$&$!

6108!'9!&0!$!=$(6!=0'1!$40<!!

-=2!#2H&! &=)#4!0'1! 90)#&21!>)((! 30! )/!>1)&2! 3$&$! ! 601! OMP!8)#'&2/! K)#/2&!0#! 1)4=&L+!

129($%)#4!&=2!3$&$!6108!OPP!8)#'&2/<!-=2#!)&!>)((!>1)&2!OMR+!129($%)#4!OPR+!$#3!/0!0#<!

Q=2#!*0'!912//23!&=2!!"#$!%!5'&&0#+!)&!9'&!$!CS2%01323!,&D!8$1F21!)#!&=2!%'112#&!/(0&O!*0'!%$#!
/22!)&!)#!&=2!31$>)#4!$&!OIJ!9$/&!&=2!=0'1<!-=$&:/!>=212!9($*5$%F!>)((!/&$1&!6108<!T018$((*+!&=$&!8$1F21!

/&$*/!>=212!*0'!9'&! )&<!U'&!*0'!%$#!80@2! )&! &0!$#*!0&=21!/(0&! )#! &=2!5'6621+!2$1()21!01! ($&21+! &0!8$F2!

9($*5$%F!/&$1&!6108!$!3)66212#&!&)82<!G01!32&$)(/+!/22!V'2)#4!0#!9$42!PI<!

U*!&=2!>$*+!2@2#!&=0'4=!0'1!31$>)#4!(00F/!$!()&&(2!()F2!$!%(0%F+!&=212:/!#0!#00#!01!&09!06!&=2!=0'1<!-=2!

90)#&21! N'/&! F229/! 0#! 40)#4<! ?)#%2! &=2! 12$(! &)82;06;3$*! )/! /&0123!>)&=! 2$%=! /$89(2+! 90/)&)0#/! 0#! $#!

)8$4)#$1*!%(0%F!30#:&!8$&&21<!

,(/0+!>2!312>!0#(*!$!62>!30W2#!/(0&/!=212+!>)&=!$!/*/&28!/&01)#4!3$&$!0#%2!921!8)#'&2<!,-.!$%&'$((*!

/&012/! 3$&$! 601! 2@21*! $'3)0! /$89(2! 06! 2$%=! $'3)0! %=$##2(AXX+RJJ! /$89(2/! 921! /2%0#3+! 01! /()4=&(*!

8012!&=$#!Y!8)(()0#!921!8)#'&2+!$(80/&!PZJ!8)(()0#!)#!$!IJ!8)#'&2!5'6621<!

!"#$%&!'()$'*+,-.!!
!! The size of the record buffer is determined by each ATM’s specific hardware con-

figuration. All current systems (those shipped with version 2.0 or higher) hold one 
hour. Older ATM hardware may have less, but will hold at least 15 minutes of stereo 
material.  

!! ATM is always recording. Record Mode is actually a special state of the Time/Rate 
Management Calculator, rather than just an audio function. When you enter Record 
Mode, the T/RMC stores the current time as Recorded At: (!"#$), and starts calculat-
ing the Join time.  

&)82/&$89!

$'3)0!
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!! When ATM has been in Record Mode long enough to make one complete pass 
through the circular buffer, it smoothly changes to Play mode. Of course, you can 
manually enter Play mode any time prior to that. 

!! When ATM enters Play mode, playback will start with the audio that originally oc-
curred at the !"#$ time. 

!! No time compression takes place during recording, only during playback. We did 
this so you can adjust the compression ratio while playing with no compromise in 
quality. 

!! When a recording starts to play, time compression will be at the ratio indicated on 
the top  line of the LCD display. You can change this ratio while recording by tap-
ping the !" or #$%& cursor buttons. You can also change compression ratio at any 
time during playback. 

!! You don’t have to wait until the buffer has played out and you are in standby to 
press '()$'# again. This means that even if you haven’t caught up to real time, 
you can use ATM to do a new insert. Incoming audio is always appended to the end 
of the buffer, so content is never lost.  

!! The *$+# button temporarily turns off time compression, to protect the length of 
spots or so ATM can be used for time-shifting. It can be used during Record or Play. 
See the discussion of Hold on page 16. 

Next step: You can stop recording, and start immediate playback, at any time by press-
ing the "+,- or *$+# buttons. 

Or you can press the %&"'(softkey to enter Cue mode. This lets you change the !"#$ 
time, and which audio will be heard when playback starts. See page 13. 

!"#$%&'()#*+&!+,-.)(&-.+&/$(&0#+(1&
We designed these features to help you capture events with random start times, and 
broadcast them with clean starts.  

Imagine an aide introducing the Governor at a press conference1. Your talent is also do-
ing an introduction as part of the commentary, so you don’t need the aide’s voice. You 
press '()$'# just as the Governor gets to the podium. But Gov spends a moment 
shuffling papers and drinking water—sounds you don’t want on the air. You could 
mute the podium mic, but that would leave an awkward silence or force you to fill with 
ad-libs. ATM gives you a better way. 

!"#$%&'(&)*+#"'
This feature updates the !"#$ time to the current time. To use 
Record Advance, hold down the '()$'# button and tap 
"+,- right before the real action starts. 

                                                        
1 We’re using a press conference for this example, but that’s just for convenience. Record Advance and 
Cue work in stereo and with full fidelity. You can use them to cleanly broadcast the start of musical re-
motes or live performances without compromising sound quality. 

!"#$!% &'() 
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The next time you Play or Hold, playback will start with whatever audio was occurring 
the moment you tapped !"#$. 

In our example, you could start holding down %&'(%) any time during the  paper 
shuffling, and tap !"#$ when you see the Gov’s mouth about to open. ATM will update 
the !"#$%time and continue recording. When your talent finishes the opening com-
mentary, press !"#$ and the Governor will start cleanly. 

!! Pressing %&'(%) and !"#$ simultaneously might not cause a Record Advance. 
You must be holding %&'(%) down before you tap !"#$. The %&'(%) button 
remains lit to confirm that you’re recording. 

!! You can confirm that you’ve caused a Record Advance by checking the &'()* dis-
play: It should reset to +*++,+ each time you tap !"#$*while holding*%&'(%).  

!! You can continue to hold %&'(%) and tap !"#$ multiple times. Each time you do, 
!"#$ is updated and the start of your recording is advanced. 

Record Advance is a shortcut for pressing -./01, then 23451, then %&'(%). It’s usable 
at all times, no matter what mode ATM is in.  

Because ATM’s output is muted while recording, you may want to monitor a remote 
event’s audio separately so you know when to use Record Advance.  

!"#$%&'()"'(*+#'(
  

This feature lets you Cue the !"#$ marker to a new place, even 
after you’ve started a recording. In fact, the new !"#$ can be at 

any audio that’s in the buffer, even if you hadn’t pressed record  when the audio first 
occurred.  

!! Not sure when the Governor will say something worthwhile? Press %&'(%) when 
you think things are starting. After the recording starts, you can Cue forward to the 
first meaningful word.  

!! Pressed %&'(%)*too late and missed the first question? Cue backwards, up to an 
hour earlier1 (or less on earlier systems). Your recording will have audio that hap-
pened before you pressed %&'(%)! 

!! Missed the News Alert feed from your wire service, but know what time it started?  
Cue by time back to the beginning of the segment. The !"#$ time displayed in Cue 
Mode is the actual time stamp of when audio was recorded. If ATM has been “listen-
ing” on your news channel, you can recover audio you might otherwise have missed.  

To use Cue, you must be in Record mode, with the %&'(%) button lit. Then press the 
63-1 softkey. The record button will start flashing, to let you know you’re still record-
ing.  

                                                        
1 New ATM systems include 1 hour of storage. Older hardware may have less. See page 11. 
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The LCD will change to look like this: 

!!!!!!"#$!%&'$!  

($)*+!,+-.+/01,!!23! Use the Left and Right cursor keys to change the Rec@ time. 

!!!!!!!!456!!!! This line indicates speed and direction of cueing (see below). 

7#89+!.:+0.1;!!<=">! Press the softkey to discard your changes and return to normal recording. 
 

When you first enter Cue mode, the second line of the LCD shows the stored ($)*!
time. The third line of the LCD will show 456, indicating that Cue mode is paused. 

Use the !"#$ and %&'($ cursor keys to play or scan through audio in the buffer, and 
set a new ($)* time. As you do, the second line of the LCD will show the time of day 
that the currently cueing audio was recorded. You can use this line of the LCD, in con-
junction with the !"#$ and %&'($ keys, to find an audio event that occurred at a spe-
cific time. Or you can cue by ear: 

Tap !"#$, and audio starts playing in reverse. The third line of the LCD will show a re-
verse arrow icon (656). 

Hold !"#$ down to increase the scanning speed.  Audio will start playing twice as fast 
as normal, in reverse.  As you continue to hold !"#$ down, the speed will double again 
(to four times as fast as normal), and again (to eight times), and so on. The arrow icon in 
the LCD will lengthen as the speed increases (6556, then 65556, then 655556, and so 
on). 

Tapping %&'($ will make audio cue forward. Holding %&'($ down will double the for-
ward scanning speed, then double it again, and so on; the LCD will display a forward 
arrow icon (454) that lengthens with the speed. 

You can pause Cueing at any time by pressing both !"#$ and %&'($ at the same time. 

!! When you’ve found the audio you’d like the recording to begin with, you can tap 
%")*%+ to store the new ($)* and return to normal recording. When you eventu-
ally enter Play Mode, ATM will start playing from this new ($)* time. 

!! Or you can tap ,!-. now, to start normal time-compressed playback from this 
point. 

!! Or tap (*!+ now, to start uncompressed playback from this point (see page 16). 

!! You can tap these transport buttons while audio is either cueing or paused. 

!! To discard your changes and return to recording with the original ($)* time, press 
the <="> softkey. 

!"#$%&'()#&*()('+'(,-%&
!"#$%&'()&*+%+&,&-#.-*$,.&/*00%.1&#2&34562&$%2&74*&-*%&8,.4*59&2"%&-$4-:6;&($)*&-,562&/%&
+%2&%,.$#%.& 2",5&2"%&-*..%52& 2#<%=40=9,71&<#5*+&2"%& $%5>2"&40& 2"%&/*00%.& #2+%$0?&("#+&:%%@+&
74*& 0.4<& #5,9A%.2%52$7& 4A%.$,@@#5>& 2"%& .%-4.9& @4#52%.1& ,59& "%,.#5>& ,*9#4& 4*2& 40& +%=
B*%5-%?&&

C0&74*&",A%&.%-%52$7&@43%.%9&'()&*@1& #2&<#>"2&542&",A%&/%%5&45& $45>&%54*>"&24&-4<@$%2%$7& 0#$$& 2"%&
/*00%.?&C5&2"#+&-,+%1&2"%&+7+2%<&34562&$%2&74*&-*%&%,.$#%.&2",5&2"%.%&#+&A,$#9&,*9#4?&
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!"#$%&$'%()*+,$-%($'."/0$'(+$."-$1.0+)$02."$02+$'())+"0$034+5%&5#.-6$72.0$8%(1#$)+9(3)+$:)+#3'03";$82.0$
.(#3%$8311$%''()$3"$02+$&(0()+6$<=+/)+$;%%#,$>(0$"%0$!"#!$;%%#6?$$

!"#$%
Audio in the buffer is sent to ATM’s output, sped up by the time com-
pression ratio. This ratio can be changed during playback. As the buffer 
nears empty, compression is gradually ramped to zero for a smooth 
transition to real-time. When the buffer is completely empty, playback 
stops, and the system returns to Standby Mode and the bottom two lines 
of the LCD display !"#$%&'(")*$#+. 

You can enter Play whenever there’s material in the buffer by pressing the !"#$ button. 
ATM will also automatically start playing when the buffer is full. Whenever ATM is in 
Play mode, the !"#$ button will be lit. 

During play, the LCD looks like this:  

,-../01)23.45))))67) Current ratio creates 6:00 minutes per hour, a 10% speed-up. Press the 6 
or  7)Cursor buttons to raise or lower this ratio. 

89':-),-;<-=,>)))?@) At the specified ratio, system will join real-time at 6:24:36pm. You may 
change this by using the A or @)Cursor buttons. 

))B:-)<-CD-..)!EFGA) The Join time above will occur in 4 minutes 58 seconds. Press the softkey 
to display the time when this recording started. 

HIJ1-)3-<KL.))EMB&A) There is 1 minute 49 seconds of material presently in the record buffer. 
Press the softkey to stop playback and dump the buffer. 

Pressing the third softkey toggles the third line of the display between a countdown to 
the join time (B:-), and the !"NG time of this recording.  

The)89':-)and ':-)displays show when the buffer will empty and ATM will smoothly 
revert to Standby mode. If you’ve recorded silence following the feed, ATM won’t join 
until that silence has played out. So it’s a good idea to always take your cue from the 
playback audio, not from the 89':- time.  

Stopping playback: Playback normally continues until the Join time; then the system 
smoothly switches from Play to Standby and passes the input signal to the output. You 
may manually stop playback at any time by pressing %&'(%); this mutes the output 
and the system goes smoothly into Record mode.  

!! ATM normally plays until the buffer is empty. If you press %&'(%) during play-
back, there will still be material in the buffer. This older audio is kept in the buffer 
and will be heard at the start of the next playback. New material is added to the end 
of the buffer, and will play when the older audio is finished. 

!! If you want to empty the buffer and start recording fresh—so that the new material 
will be the only thing that plays—use the Record Advance function described in the 
previous section (hold %&'(%) while you tap !"#$).  

You may also stop playback and empty the buffer by pressing the EMB&A softkey or 
&*'#!&. Playback continues while you’re given a confirmation screen: from this 
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screen, you may press the !""#$ softkey or press !"#$%! to continue playback, or 
press the %&'#$ softkey to empty the buffer and return to Standby. 

!"#$%&'()*+,'-./%01)
!"#$%&'()*'%&'#%&!#'&(%+)&&($%,-%$(&%.,&%/)0,$*%1.23%4(/#5%678%,-%-&,..%0#9(0/,$*%&(%
&'#%+)::#0;%<&%=,..%>.23%&',-%2)/,(%+29?5%9(4>0#--#/5%/)0,$*%&'#%@92&9'%)>A%&(%0#2.B&,4#;%C#B
92)-#%(:%&',-%:#2&)0#5%$(%,$9(4,$*%42&#0,2.%,-%#"#0%.(-&;%%

D()%423% $(&,9#% &'#%()*+,- ,$/,92&(0% 9()$&,$*% /(=$%/)0,$*% >.23;;;% &'2&E-% +#92)-#% &'#%
+)::#0%,-%>.23,$*%()&%(./%2)/,(%:2-&#0%&'2$%,&E-%0#9(0/,$*%$#=%2)/,(5%$(&%+#92)-#%678%,-$E&%0#9(0/,$*;%

23'4&)56$73$,8)
Default ratio. Playback starts with the compression ratio shown on the screen. When 
you start recording, this will be the default ratio set in ATM’s ./01$ mode (see next 
paragraph). You can change the ratio any time during record or playback with the 23 
cursor buttons. You can also change the ratio during playback by adjusting the 4567, 
time with the 89 cursor buttons. When you do the latter, ATM’s Time/Rate Calculator 
changes the compression ratio so you join real-time at exactly the specified time.  

You can change the default compression ratio only while ATM is in Standby mode. 
Press ./01$ and then :&%;<$. Then press /"=>$ a few times until you see  %?*@)AB-
.5CD,. Use the Up and Down cursor buttons to adjust the value, press %</"$ to save 
the change, and !"#$%! to return to Standby.  

Ramp time. As the buffer gets close to being empty, ATM automatically starts reducing 
the compression ratio so there is no compression the moment before ATM switches 
back to Standby Mode and E?@AF>6C?-#A@G. This prevents annoying and abrupt 
tempo shifts and provides a smooth and imperceptible transition to Standby mode.  
You may notice more rapid screen updates for 4567->6C? or compression ratio as 
ATM’s playback gets close to real-time. This is normal behavior indicating that our 
Time/Rate Management Calculator is hard at work.  

You can adjust how long this ramping takes while ATM is in Standby mode. Press ./01$ 
and then :&%;<$. Then press  /"=>$ a few times until you see  E@CD->6C?,. Use the Up 
and Down cursor buttons to adjust the value, press %</"$ to save the change, and 
!"#$%! to return to Standby. You can not adjust this value when ATM is recording, 
holding, or playing. 

!"#$% %
Hold puts the ATM in play mode with no time compression. Whatever 
is in the buffer plays out at its original rate. Hold makes it easy to re-
spect the length of recorded spots or breaks while playing, or to use 
ATM for basic time-shifting. 

You may enter Hold mode any time you are recording or playing, by 
pressing the )'*( button.  
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During Hold, the LCD will look like this:  

!"##$%&'()#*+'''',-' When hold times out, play will be at a 10% speed-up. Press the , or -'
Cursor buttons to raise or lower this ratio. 

./01"'!"23"4!5'''67' At the specified ratio, system will join real-time at 6:24:36pm. You may 
change this by using the 8 or 7'Cursor buttons. 

9/:;01<"#"4#''' This counts down amount of time left to hold, before returning to Play 
mode. 

=>?&"')"3@A#''BCDE8' There is 1 minute 49 seconds of material presently in the record buffer. 
Press the softkey to stop playback and dump the buffer. 

 
Each tap of the !"#$%button adds to the 9/:;01<"  time by a preset amount. Changing 
the 9/:;01<" time also changes the ./01", since less time is now available for com-
pressed playback. 

The Hold Time preset amount is factory set to 30 seconds but can be adjusted when 
ATM is in Standby mode. Press FGHI8 and then JKLDM8. Then press  GBCE8 a few times 
until you see 9/:;'E0NO". Use the Up and Down cursor buttons to adjust the value be-
tween 1 and 120 seconds, press LMGB8 to save the change, and &'()*& to return to 
Standby.''

For these descriptions, we’ll assume you’ve left the Hold Time at 30 seconds: 

!! As soon as you press !"#$, the  %/:;01<" timer will start counting down from 0:30 
seconds. 

!! If you tap it twice in rapid succession, the 9/:;01<" timer will count down from 
)"##; three quick taps will give you )"4#, and so on.  

!! If you tap !"#$ while the timer is counting down, it adds 30 seconds to the current 
hold time. (For example, if  9/:;01<" reads )")P when you tap it, the timer will im-
mediately jump to )"3P.) 

!! When the timer reaches "##, ATM automatically goes to time-compressed Play 
mode. This happens no matter what mode it was in when you first pressed !"#$+ 

!! During Hold, new audio is being recorded at the same rate old audio is being played. 
So even though ATM is recording and playing at this time, the Q>?&" display doesn’t 
change. 

You may cancel Hold at any time by pressing ,&(",$ or *#)-. This puts ATM in the 
selected mode, and zeros the %/:;01<" timer. 

!"#$%&'()*&+,#)-&.)/0#$%&
If you’ve recorded a program and are now playing it back, you can temporarily suspend 
time compression by pressing !"#$. While the !"#$%button is lit, playback continues 
from the buffer but at the original speed. 

!! Use this feature to give network advertisers their full money’s worth for a :30 or :60 
spot. 

!! Or, use this feature when replacing a network break with a local one. ATM will make 
sure the break lasts its original length. 
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!! For testing purposes, you can toggle between Hold and Play to quickly compare how 
something sounds at various time compression rates vs. the original, uncompressed 
source.   

Obviously, Hold mode can be used for other length breaks and isn’t restricted to spots. 

In the graphic examples that follow, we’ll use !"#$%&$ to represent normal speed 
audio and !"#$%&$'!"()&(*&)'for time-compressed audio. The timings, compression ratios, 
and hold times are arbitrary. 

Example of Hold from Playback 

ATM Buffer (already recorded) Operation: ATM Output 

'(%)*%)*'+,-.&)/0*'"1+23)*
4#&)/*%)000*

+,%*'%*'-./01&*-2'+").34*'5#&*-'%*222 

56788*,+/&$9000:&3,,*;&*
$%4(/*;+<-*+./&$*+*)("$/*
;$&+-0**
'(%)*%)*/(&*=&#$+,*=&/>
:"$-0!

Operator presses 
!"#$%

 

Operator hears 
cue, presses 

&'"(%

"#$%!$%!&#'!(')*!+,*!(,-!
&,!.*$/'!)!0*)1.21'3!4#-.5!
6,-*!4#-.!.')7'*!#)%!7,&%!
,+!.')7%555!
(30 seconds later)!"#)&8%!4#-.9!
3#'1!(,-!1''.!&,!:'&!
"#'*'5 

 

Hold automati-
cally times out 

or operator 
presses !"#$%

?&,<"@&*;+<-*/"*/(&*=&#$+,*
=&/:"$-3)*'+,-.&)/000 

 

67899'/.-&$:222;&4//'<&'$%5,-'<.=0'.1-&$'
.'*,"$-'<$&.02''
+,%*'%*'-,&'>&#$./'>&-;"$02!
"#$%!$%!&#'!(')*!+,*!(,-!
&,!.*$/'!)!0*)1.21'3!
4#-.5!6,-*!4#-.!.')7'*!
#)%!7,&%!,+!.')7%555!
(30 seconds later)!"#)&8%!4#-.9!
3#'1!(,-!1''.!&,!:'&!
"#'*'5 

?&/="@&'<.=0'-"'-,&'>&#$./'>&-;"$04*'
+./01&*-222!

 

!"#$%&'()*&+,#)-&.-/(.*#$%&
When the )*+')( button is lit, ATM’s output is muted. If you then press &'"(, ATM’s 
output turns on and Play mode starts from the top of the buffer, with no time compres-
sion. The signal is essentially time-delayed by however long ATM had been recording 
before you pressed &'"(. 

At the same time, ATM continues recording the incoming signal, storing it in the buffer 
for later playback. Since the buffer is playing with zero compression and simultane-
ously recording in real-time, the !"#$% display doesn’t count up or down.  

When Hold times out, ATM smoothly switches to time-compressed playback, and fin-
ishes playing what’s in the buffer. You can also force this switch to time-compressed 
playback by pressing !"#$ at any time. Or you can press )*+')( from Hold mode, 
muting the output and continuing to write incoming material to the buffer. 
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Example of Record to Hold to Play 

ATM Input Operation: ATM Output 

!"#$%#$%!&'()*$+,%!-.&/0$%
12*$+%#$,,,%

Operator presses 
!"#$!%&

(Muted while you run local con-
tent) 

3456%'&+*78,,,9*0''%:*%
7#1"+%:&;(%&)+*7%+"#$%<*9$%
:7*&(,%%

&  

%
=<%+"*%"*&.'#<*$%+-.&/>%&%
?-$+-<%"#1"@+*;"%;-AB&</%
"&$%;-A*%2B%9#+"%&%9&/%)-7%
:7-&.;&$+*7$%+-%7*12'&+*%
+#A*,,,%

Operator presses 
'$(%&

!
!
!"#$%#$%!&'()*$+,%!-@
.&/0$%12*$+%#$,,,%
3456%'&+*78,,,9*0''%:*%
7#1"+%:&;(%&)+*7%+"#$%
<*9$%:7*&(, 

% Hold times out 
or operator 

presses )(*+ 

"#!$%&!%&'()*#&+!$,('-.!'!/,+$,#!%*0%1
$&2%!2,34'#-!%'+!2,3&!54!6*$%!'!6'-!7,8!
98,'(2'+$&8+!$,!8&05)'$&!$*3&:::!

 

Example of Record to Hold to Record 

ATM Input Operation: ATM Output 

!"#$%#$%!&'()*$+,%!-.&/0$%
12*$+%#$,,,%
%

3456%'&+*78,,,9*0''%:*%
7#1"+%:&;(%&)+*7%+"#$%<*9$%
:7*&(,%%
=<%+"*%"*&.'#<*$%+-.&/>%&%
?-$+-<%"#1"@+*;"%;-AB&</%
"&$%;-A*%2B%9#+"%&%9&/%)-7%
:7-&.;&$+*7$%+-%7*12'&+*%
+#A*,,,%

Operator presses 
!"#$!%&

 

Operator presses 
'$(%&

!
(Muted while you run local 
tease) 

!
!
!
!"#$%#$%!&'()*$+,%!-@
.&/0$%12*$+%#$,,,%
3456%'&+*78,,,9*0''%:*%
7#1"+%:&;(%&)+*7%+"#$%
<*9$%:7*&(, 

% Operator presses 
!"#$!% 

(Muted while you run local news 
brief) 

% Some time later, 
operator presses 

)(*+ 

"#!$%&!%&'()*#&+!$,('-.!'!/,+$,#!%*0%1
$&2%!2,34'#-!%'+!2,3&!54!6*$%!'!6'-!7,8!
98,'(2'+$&8+!$,!8&05)'$&!$*3&:::!

 
 

!"#$%&'()"&*(+&,-."&/0-*,-12&
At any time during Record, Play, or Hold you can put ATM into Delay mode: audio 
passes through the system unchanged, except it’s delayed by the length of time be-
tween when you pressed !"#$!% and when you press '$(% or )(*+. To enter delay 
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mode, press the !"#$ cursor button or tap it multiple times until the compression ra-
tio reads !"!#.  

During Delay mode, the second line of the LCD reads $%&'()'*&'&+,.  When playing 
in Delay mode, the -.*/( display freezes because you are playing at exactly the same 
rate as you are recording new material1. During Delay mode playback, -.*/( indicates 
the precise length of the delay. 

You can get out of Delay mode by tapping the %& cursor button and setting a new com-
pression ratio. You can also exit Delay mode by pressing '()*&' or the 01)23 softkey, 
and dumping audio. The next time you record, ATM will revert to the Default compres-
sion ratio. 

!! If you want to repeatedly use ATM as a delay, without time compression or auto-
matic join features, set audio  4,*5.6+78%9:( to !"!# (page 27). Operators will still 
be able to use time compression, by tapping the %& cursor button as explained in 
the previous paragraph. 

!! If want to use ATM as a delay that’s triggered by network commands that might not 
follow a strict schedule, set ;%6472&9, to 2&9,7<=&*+ (page 29). This lets ATM con-
tinue to time shift, after the +",! button has been pressed, until the &,*- button is 
pressed. Then connect your automation system to ATM’s GPIO triggers for Hold and 
Play (page 30). 

!"#$%&'($)*+,$-,.(%#"/+
! Power LED Nothing special. It lights when AC is supplied to the rear panel power 

jack. ATM is designed for 24/72 operation and does not have an on/off switch. 

! Audio LED  When using analog inputs, this lights when the input level is equiva-
lent to –30 dBFS or higher; in most installations this will be –8 dBu or  –12 VU. 
See page 27 for a discussion of how dBFS and dBu can relate to each other. 

When digital input is selected as the audio source, this LED lights when 
ATM’s digital input is locked to a valid signal. On Axia /Livewire™ configura-
tions, this will lights when ATM successfully connects to a destination ad-
dress. 

! Network LED This lights when ATM is being controlled from a Web browser over 
the network.  

                                                        
1 Yes, even though you’re in Play mode, ATM is still recording. See “Phantom Recording” on page 16. 
2 Not our trademark. We’re 25-seven. 
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!"#$%"&'$(%)$*&
ATM supports three different remote control types, for maximum flexibility. All three 
types can be used simultaneously. 

!"#"$$%$&'(!)*&+#&,-+./"0/&-$+12#%34&-+./#+$&
There are eight inputs and eight outputs for remote control on a rear panel DB-25 con-
nector. Each can be assigned to ATM functions through a configuration screen, de-
scribed on page 27. Multiple inputs or outputs can be assigned to the same function if 
you need isolated circuits. Inputs and outputs are opto-isolated, active low; wiring de-
tails are on page 36. 

5%#6"$&'7589:94&-+./#+$&
There is a DB-9 serial port on the rear panel for remote control, which can be connected 
to a computer via a null modem or to various 3rd-party control devices. ATM uses a sim-
ple ASCII-based command language; communication and language specs are on page 
40. Wiring details for the connector are on page 36. 

&+",&-)$./")&,0/"1&2$(%)$*&
An RJ-45 jack on the rear panel lets you  connect ATM to your local area network via 
10/100-BaseT Ethernet. ATM includes an internal password-protected Web server; 
properly-configured browsers on the network can log into the server for an on-screen 
emulation of ATM’s front panel. This same Ethernet port can be used to automatically 
update ATM’s internal time-of-day clock and will be able to log into 25-Seven’s website 
for future software updates. Configuration details are on page 29. 

!"#$%&'(&)*+,-*."&)'
Once ATM is properly configured and connected to a network, you can log into its 
internal Web server by using its IP address and unit serial number. To find this 
information, press the !"#$% softkey from the standby screen. Then tap "&'(% until 
you see ")*+,-./011-2 on the top line of the LCD. The four numbers on the second 
line, separated by periods, are the IP address.  

  
")*+,-./011-2/"&'(%/  

3456378636395/:;&<%/ For this installation, ATM’s IP address is 192.168.1.102. The number will 
probably be different at your station. 

=>?.2/// Subnet Mask determines the zones in your network. Check with your IT 
manager to make sure this number is correct for your setup... 

5@@65@@65@@69/A$"&%/ ...but don’t worry about entering it as part of the IP address. 

  
Press "&'(%/again to view the serial number (B") of the unit. You will need this number 
as part of the password. 
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Launch a Web browser1 from a computer on your local network, enter ATM’s IP address 
in the browser’s !""#$%% or &'()*+', field, and click Go or press -./-0 on the com-
puter. 

 A password confirmation screen will come up. Use “!"#$%&” for the user name, and 
“!"#$%&!!!” for the password, where !!! is your unit’s serial number. Note that these 
passwords must be lower-case.    

Once you connect , you should see a version of ATM’s front panel on your computer 
screen. 
If ATM is connected to your local network, you should be able 

to access this screen from a web browser once you login. The 
screen works just like ATM’s real front panel.  

!! You can click the on-screen transport controls, 
cursor buttons, softkeys, and -12!3- to con-
trol ATM, just as you would from ATM’s front 
panel. The on-screen LCD  will update to reflect 
changes on ATM’s front panel LCD, and on screen buttons will light reflecting the 
state of the transport. 

!! Once you’ve clicked an on-screen control to initialize the interface, you can use your 
computer’s main keyboard or numeric keypad to control ATM: 

!/4567,(*+',5 3#$%%5',58)+,59$:;')#"5 '#<5=#$%%5',5,78$#+(59$:=)"5

0$('#"5 05 >5

?'@"5 ?5 A5B"$(+8)@5='+,*C5

3@):5 35 -,*$#59$:5

1'6*9$:%5D5*E#'7FE5G5 D5*E#'7FE5G5 D5*E#'7FE5G5

-%()=$5 -5'#5-%()=$59$:5 H5B8+,7%C5

Note that the ATM screen graphic must be the active window in your computer for 
these keyboard shortcuts to work. If you click your mouse on another web page in 
your browser, or on another application, you’ll disable the shortcuts. 

!! Web-based control relies on Macromedia Flash being installed in your browser2. 
Flash communicates with ATM over port 5444. If this port is blocked by your 
firewall, Web-based control will not work. You will see !"##$%&'()*+$, on your 
browser, and the system will try to connect again.   

!! The password login is meant as a safety mechanism against unintended tampering 
with ATM’s controls. Shutting the Web browser down after you are finished will en-
sure that the next user must login before using the Web interface again.  

                                                        
1 Browser must be configured with Macromedia Flash (version 9 or higher). If you aren’t sure if a browser 
has Flash installed, try connecting anyway: ATM’s internal Web server will test for the plug-in, and pro-
vide a link to a free download if it isn’t installed. 
2 When using recent versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer for Windows, you may find that your first 
mouse click on the ATM Web Interface is ignored. Due to a patent lawsuit, Microsoft has decided to re-
quire that Flash applets on web pages be “activated” before use. Once you've activated the applet (by 
clicking on it), it will function as long as the web page is open. 
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When using the Web browser to control an ATM in another studio, always check to 
make sure the unit is not currently in use!   Remember that an ATM in standby mode 
may actually be feeding real time audio to your program bus.    

!"#$%&'()$&*+,$-"+./,))*"0$1"/2)$
!"#$%&'()*+%$,-./'$%*01*+)%$2/)&'-)$./%)'()/'+3$04/)5&*%3$'($6/)5&$5&,+0*%7$$

"&*$8,%/5$5'+5*6)%$ 9'($ )/1*$5'16(*%%/'+$2*(*$.*:*4'6*.$,$&,49$ 5*+)-(;$,0'7$<-)$8')&$
)&*$%5/*+5*$,+.$)&*$,()$&,:*$/16(':*.$.(,1,)/5,44;$':*($)&*$.*5,.*%3$.-*$/+$4,(0*$6,()$)'$
/+)*44*5)-,4$5'+)(/8-)/'+%$9('1$6*'64*$2'(=/+0$2/)&$>?@A*:*+7$B-($5'+)/+-/+0$*99'()%$&,:*$

(*%-4)*.$/+$%'6&/%)/5,)*.$,40'(/)&1%$)&,)3$2&*+$6('6*(4;$,664/*.3$,(*$:/()-,44;$-+.*)*5),84*7$$

C&/4*$'-($%'9)2,(*$/%$5'164/5,)*.3$)&*$8,%/5$6(/+5/64*%$,(*$*,%;$)'$-+.*(%),+.7$D1,0/+*$,$%'-+.3$/+$)&/%$
5,%*$,+$,++'-+5*($(*,./+0$5'6;E$

 

D9$;'-$2,+)$ )&/%$%'-+.$)'$ ),=*$ 4*%%$ )/1*3$;'-$&,:*$ )'$1,=*$*,5&$2,:*$ 9,%)*(7$
"&,)F%$&'2$:,(/@%6**.$'+$,$),6*$(*5'(.*($2'(=%7$!"#$.'*%+F)$&,:*$),6*3$8-)$
.'*%$,$%/1/4,($)&/+0$8;$,../+0$,$%*5'+.$6'/+)*($)'$)&*$5/(5-4,($8-99*(G7$$

C&/4*$ )&*$(*5'(.$6'/+)*($ H0(,;*.$ /+$ )&*$.(,2/+0I$ /%$ (*5'(./+0$+*2$,-./'$,)$,$
5'+%),+)$ %6**.3$ 9/44/+0$ )&*$ 8-99*($ /+$ (*,4@)/1*3$ )&*$ 64,;8,5=$ 6'/+)*($ /%$ 1':/+0$
)&('-0&$ )&*$ 8-99*($ !"#$%&$ )&,+$ (*,4@)/1*>7$ "&*$ ,5)-,4$ %6**.$ '9$ )&*$ 64,;8,5=$
6'/+)*($/%$.*)*(1/+*.$8;$)&*$5'16(*%%/'+$(,)/'7$$

J+9'()-+,)*4;3$ 9,%)*($ 2,:*%$ &,:*$ ,$ &/0&*($ 6/)5&7$ "&,)F%$ 2&;$ :,(/@%6**./+0$ ,$
6/*5*$ '9$1-%/5$ )&('2%$ /)$ /+)'$ ,$ +*2$ =*;7$ D9$2*$ ./.$ )&,)$ )'$ )&*$ ,++'-+5*(3$2*F.$ 0*)$ %'1*)&/+0$ )&,)$
%'-+.%$4/=*$,$5&/61-+=7$

                                                        
1 You can review the Circular Buffer concept on page 10. 
2 Even though the playback pointer is moving faster than the record pointer, it’ll never overtake it. As the 
playback pointer gets close to the record one, it slows down (ramping, page 16). When it reaches the 
same time as the record pointer, ATM joins real-time and goes into standby mode. 

!"#$"%&'()**)+#,""'$"()&-#
./)#01(2*#,3'"4#0/)#5'00'6#
,&)#-78#*)('"+#,%,&0-#
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!"#$%%&'$()#*+,-#./#+'0,#+/+1,0+#2+#1'#3''4#5'&#%$*+,+6%3$(,+#7),&,#1),#8'3*0,#5$33+#.,3'7#$#%&,9
+,1#1)&,+)'3-6$"-#(*1#1)'+,#%$*+,+#'*1:#;,#-'"<1#-'#1)$1:#

 
=),# %&'.3,0# 2+># -,3,12"?# %$*+,+# ($"# ('0%3,1,3/# -,+1&'/# 1),# %$(2"?# $"-# -,328,&/# 1)$1# /'*&# $2&# 1$3,"1#
7'&4+#+'#)$&-#1'#%&,+,"1:#@2"(,#0*+2(#&$&,3/#)$+#%$*+,+>#21#7'*3-#$3+'#.,#20%'++2.3,#1'#,55,(128,3/#+%,,-#
*%#0*+2(#1)2+#7$/:#

!"#$%&"%'"(#)#*"''"+#,$%(#-.#'$/"#0-/1+"22$-%#
!=A#+B*,,C,+#120,#20%,&(,%12.3/#./#7'&42"?#'"#$#0*()#12"2,&#+($3,6"'1#+/33$.3,+>#7'&-+>#$"-#%$*+,+>#
.*1#2"-282-*$3#7$8,+:#D,1<+#C''0#2"#'"#1)$1#+'*"-E#

 

F'7,3+#324,#1),#'",#+)'7"#$.'8,>#$"-#+*+1$2",-#0*+2($3#"'1,+>#('"+2+1#'5#&,%,$12"?#%$11,&"+#'5#7$8,+:#
!=A# &,('?"2C,+# 1),+,# %$11,&"+># $"-6*+2"?# $&1252(2$3# 2"1,332?,"(,6-,3,1,+# G*+1# ,"'*?)# &,%,1212'"+# 1'#
0$4,# 1),# +'*"-# 5$+1,&# 721)'*1# 0$42"?# 21# +'*"-# -255,&,"1:# H$()# 2"-282-*$3# 7$8,# +1233# 1$4,+# 1),# +$0,#
$0'*"1#'5#120,>#+'#1),#%21()#-',+"<1#()$"?,>#.*1#1),&,#$&,#+32?)13/#5,7,&#7$8,+#'8,&$33:#

=)2"4#'5#!=A#$+#0$42"?#12"/>#8,&/#%&,(2+,#+%32(,+#2"#$#3'"?#('"12"*'*+#+'*"-:#=)2+#42"-#'5#,-212"?#('*3-#
",8,&#.,#-'",#2"#$"#$*-2'#7'&4+1$12'"#'&#721)#$#&$C'&#.3$-,:#

@'0,#+'*"-+># 2"(3*-2"?#0'+1#('"+'"$"1+#$"-#$30'+1#$33#%,&(*++2'"# 2"+1&*0,"1+>#-'"<1#)$8,#"2(,3/#&,9
%,$12"?#7$8,+:##

 
!=A#&,('?"2C,+#1),+,#+'*"-+>#$"-#$%%32,+#%+/()'$('*+12(#%&2"(2%3,+#1'#0$4,#(*1+#'"3/#7),&,#1),#,$&#
2+"<1#324,3/#1'#),$&#$#()$"?,:#!#5,7#42"-+#'5#+'*"->#+*()#$+#1),#+)'&1#('"+'"$"1#I=J#'&#1),#52&+1#%$&1#'5#$#
(/0.$3#(&$+)>#-'"<1#?,1#(*1#$1#$33:##

!"#$%"#&'$()*+$,-./01$2)1,+3$45$
16#++7./0$,-+$8)9+1$,"0+,-+3:$$
4#,$,-),$8"#&'$%-)/0+$,-+$;.,%-<$

!"#$%"#&'$)&1"$1;++'$,-./01$#;$45$&+)9./0$
8)9+1$,-+$1)(+$&+/0,-$4#,$%#,,./0$"#,$,-+$
;)#1+1<$=+$,-./*$,-),$>#1,$1"#/'1$4)':$)/'$
'+1,3"51$,-+$,)&+/,?1$'+&.9+35<$

@""(./0$./$"/$,-+$1)(+$
1"#/'<$A-+$,.%*1$)3+$
/"8$<BBC$1+%"/'$);)3,<$

D"/1"/)/,1$'"/?,$-)9+$/.%+&5$
3+;+),./0$8)9+1:$1"$EAF$,)*+1$)$
'.22+3+/,$);;3")%-<$
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!"#$%&'()'#'*)+,-./0'1)2*/(3$4',$43$,5'6!7'1#$'#**08'("3&'%3$9').'3$(,0034,$('#$#08&3&'#$9'2#$3*/0#(3)$'
(")/&#$9&').'(32,&'*,-'&,1)$9:';#/&,&'#-,'#$#08<,9'#$9'*-)1,&&,9'(",'&#2,'+#85'&)',=,-8("3$4'3&'%,*('
3$'*-)*)-(3)$'#$9'9,(#30&').'>-,#("'#$9'*#13$4'#-,'$,=,-' 0)&(:'!",' -,&/0(' 3&' &2))("5'$#(/-#0' &)/$93$4'
(32,'1)2*-,&&3)$'("#(5'3$'2#$8'1#&,&5'3&'()(#008'/$9,(,1(#>0,'()'(",'03&(,$,-:'

?.'1)/-&,'&)2,'*-)4-#2'2#(,-3#05'&/1"'#&'#0-,#98'&*,9@/*'1)22,-13#0'93&10#32,-&')-'=,-8'.#&(@*#1,9'
2/&315'234"('>,1)2,'/$$#(/-#008'.#&(A*#-(31/0#-08'3.'6!7'3&'&,('.)-'#'=,-8'"34"'1)2*-,&&3)$'-#(3)A#$9'
03&(,$,-&'!"##$&*)('("#(:'B$',C(-,2,'1#&,&5'&)2,'&*031,&'2#8',=,$'>,'#/93>0,:'D/('/&,9'3$(,0034,$(085'6!7'
1#$'>,1)2,'#'-,4/0#-'*#-(').'8)/-'&(#(3)$E&'&)/$9:'B('1#$'#0&)'32*#-('#'&,$&,').',C13(,2,$('#$9'/-4,$18F'
-,&,#-1"' &")+&' ("#(' 03&(,$,-&' "#=,' #' *-,.,-,$1,' .)-' 1)2*-,&&,9' $)-2#0' &*,,1"5' -#(",-' ("#$' -#*39'
(#0%3$4:'

!"#$%#&"'(&)*$+#%)(*,$
G,'/&,'=#-3#>0,@+39("'#$#08&3&'+3$9)+&'()'&32/0(#$,)/&08'1",1%'(",'*3(1"5'(,2*)5'#$9'&*,1(-#0'1"#-#1@
(,-3&(31&').' (",'#/93):'6993(3)$#0'#04)-3("2&'#-,'#**03,9'()'*-,&,-=,'2/&31#0'-"8("2&'#$9'&(,-,)'*0#1,@
2,$(:'?/-'&).(+#-,' 3&'(",'*-)9/1(').'8,#-&').'-,&,#-1"' 3$()'(",'#9=#$(#4,&'#$9'*3(.#00&').')(",-'(32,@
1)2*-,&&3)$'#04)-3("2&:''

H)+E9'+,'1)2,'/*'+3("'&/1"'10,=,-'&)0/(3)$&I'?/-'#04)-3("2&'+,-,' 3$=,$(,9'>8'J-:'D#--8'D0,&&,-5'
+")'",#9&')/-'#/93)'*-)4-#223$4'(,#2:'H,E&'%$)+$'#&'K!",'L#(",-').'J343(#0'6/93)''M34$#0';-)1,&&@
3$4N5'#$9'1-,#(,9'(",'.3-&('&/11,&&./0'9343(#0'-,=,->'3$'OPQR:'B$'(",'8,#-&'&3$1,5'J-:'D0,&&,-'"#&'#2#&&,9'#'
-,*/(#(3)$'.)-'(,1"$)0)43,&'.-)2'#/93)'+)-%&(#(3)$&'()'"#$9+-3(3$4'-,1)4$3(3)$:'6'.)-2,-'7:B:!:'*-).,&@
&)-5'",'&,-=,9'#&'S"3,.'!,1"$)0)48'?..31,-'.)-'M(/9,-'#$9'3&'#'L,00)+'#$9';#&(';-,&39,$(').'(",'6/93)'
T$43$,,-3$4'M)13,(8:'

!"#$%&'!%$$()*#'
+,)-(*./0$(,)'
You can tailor Audio Time Manager’s behavior to fit your station’s operations, by using 
the Configuration Screens. These let you adjust audio settings, time compression, net-
work connections, remote control, and system settings such as the internal time-of-day 
clock (if you’re not using a Network Time Server) and screen brightness. 

Configuration is only available while the ATM is in Standby mode and showing !"#$%
&'(")*$#+. Press the ,-./0 softkey to enter the Configuration menu. There you can 
select which aspect of the ATM you want to change, and then cycle through individual 
Configuration screens to set specific characteristics. The menu structure is detailed be-
low. 

!! If any of the transport buttons are lit, you cannot change the Configuration.  

!! If you are in any of the Configuration screens, you cannot Record. If a situation 
arises where you must immediately record, either: 

• press !"#$%! to leave the Configuration screen without saving changes, or 

• press 12-30 to leave the Configuration screen and save your current changes.  
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Then you can press !"#$!%. It is not necessary to return all the way to the !"#$%
&'(")*$#+ screen to enter Record mode. 

All Configuration operations work the same way: 

!! When you press the ,-./0 softkey, you’ll see a screen like this: 

1"$"23)))))))456780) Includes audio i/o settings and time compression default values. 

29:;'<=))))))))->&0) Includes settings for use with Ethernet: DHCP and IP addresses. 

2#3"<9?+))))))/*780) Lets you select which ATM states are activated or reported by the 8 gen-
eral purpose input/output connections. 

)))))))))))))))1@10) Sets clock and LCD options. 

!! Then select a category by pressing the 456780, ->&0, /*780, or)1@10 softkeys. 

!! When you do, you’ll see the first screen in that category, with an identification of 
what characteristic it controls and what the current value is. Here is a typical one: 

6'<'3#$)8A3B))->C&0) This screen lets you set the Digital Output format. When you’re done, 
press the softkey to go to the next screen. 

4>1D>E5)))))))*!>F0) Current value is AES/EBU. Press the softkey to go to the previous screen. 

GH),I<)J#$A") Use the Up and Down Cursor buttons to change the current value 

))))))))))))))68->0) Press the softkey when you have made all the changes in this category. 

!! The value which can be changed will flash1. In this case, 4>1D>E5 can be changed to 
KDLM';)by pressing the Up or Down cursor, so 4>1D>E5 is flashing. 

!! Pressing the Up or Down cursor always changes the flashing value. Some screens 
have multiple fields that can be changed; in these screens, pressing the Left or Right 
cursor changes the active field. 

!! When you are satisfied with the value, or if you don’t want to change that specific 
characteristic, press ->C&0 to move to the next screen. Press *!>F0 to go back to the 
previous screen. 

!! Pressing ->C&0 or *!>F0 temporarily applies the changes you have made on that 
screen, and they remain in effect while you stay in that category.  

!! When you have made all the adjustments you want in a category, press 68->0. This 
saves all that category’s changes at once.  

!! If you want to discard all the changes made since you entered a specific category, 
and revert to the previous values, press "&#'(") 

!! If the screen saver has made the LCD display go dark, you will need to press one of 
the front panel keys to wake it up. 

                                                        
1 While you can access Configuration screens from a Web browser (see page 21), values will not flash on 
the browser the way they do on ATM’s LCD. For this reason,  we recommend always configuring ATM 
from its front panel. 
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Don’t walk away from Configuration Screens! After five minutes of inactivity, the 
Configuration Screen times out and current changes are discarded. If you’re tweak-
ing the configuration and have to take care of something else, remember to press 
!"#$% before you leave. 

!"#$%&'()*%"#+,-(..#+/.#'+/)0+

&'!("%)

Audio input, output, and level or sensitivity menus don’t appear on Axia versions of 
ATM. On these systems, all audio is run over Livewire. )

! &*+,-),./*01 choose &.23-4, digital &$56$7', or digital 86/+,9 (all input 
formats are stereo). Only one of these formats is available at a time. 

!! If you’ve selected &.23-4, you’ll be prompted to adjust the (./*0)5:.8. in a 
later screen. This is important, to get the best signal/noise and distortion per-
formance. 

!! If you’ve selected a digital format, input levels are inherent in the signal and 
you won’t see the (./*0)5:.8. screen. If you must adjust these levels, do so 
in the device feeding ATM. 

!! Selecting AES/EBU or s/pdif changes both the data format and the electrical 
specification of the digital input connector. For more information, see page 
39). 

! !,4,023)-*01 choose &$56$7' or 86/+,9. This affects both the data format 
and the electrical specification of the digital output connector (page 36). The 
digital output is always active, even if you’ve chosen an analog input.  

! (./*0 8:.8,0,;,0< (shown only when Analog Input is selected). The LCD will 
look like this: 

(./*0)5:.8=)))#$>?%) This screen lets you set the Analog input sensitivity. When you’re done, 
press the softkey to go to the next screen. 

@AB+7*CD+7E5))FG$H%) Current value is +14 dBu: the absolute loudest analog signal ATM will see 
in your installation. Press the softkey to go to the previous screen. 

IJ)KL4);23*:) Use the Up and Down Cursor buttons to change the current value 

MCNAD)GCNAD)))!"#$%) Reads the current Left and Right analog input, converted to digital, in 
dBFS. Press the softkey to save this setting. 

 

!! Select a value between@OD+7* and NAD+7* to result in fullscale within ATM 
and on the digital output.  

!! The bottom line of the display shows current Left and Right internal levels in 
dBFS. This is the result of the incoming analog signal, adjusted by the second 
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line of the LCD and sent to the analog-to-digital converter. Typically, these 
should read –12 for a +4 dBu lineup tone1.  

For most installations, where 0 VU = +4 dBu, we recommend setting the 
analog !"#$%&'("')%)*)%+ to ,-./0$12/03455  

!"#$%&'"#()*+&,-)./#&/#/0"1&2+/*)3+2+#%.45%6&,515%/0&,-789&
!"#$%&'()*'+,'#'-%./#0+,%"'1%'#"'#02+10#03'4%$1#&5'67889'4:;'#"(',+&"#$,'-#"'25'.*-<'<%1=
1507'!'-%",%$5>,'%*1/*1' +,' 13/+-#$$3'?@'()*' 6A7BBC'4:'D<5"' 1<5'.5150' 05#(,'E'FG;'2*1'
1<#1>,'H%0'#',+"5D#45'15,1',+&"#$7'I5#J,'+"'4%+-5'D#45H%0.,;'+"'05#$=D%0$('20%#(-#,1+"&;'-#"'
,%.51+.5,'25'-%",+(50#2$3'#2%45'1<#1777'545"'1<%*&<'/0%/50$3=-#$+20#15('FG'.5150,'#05'

1%%',$%D'1%'05&+,150'1<5.7'!"#$%&'+,'4503'H%0&+4+"&'%H'1<5,5'.%.5"1#03'/5#J,7'

K%D5450;'+"'1<5'(+&+1#$'D%0$(;'E'()LM'6(5-+25$,'05H5005('1%'L*$$'M-#$5:'+,'#"'#2,%$*15'-5+$+"&7'M%.5'(5=
4+-5,'(+,1%01'<%00+2$3'%0'-0#-J$5'D<5"'#"'+"/*1'#115./1,'1%'/#,,'1<+,'4#$*57'!NO'<#"($5,'%450$%#(,'(+H=
H505"1$3;'#//$3+"&',50+%*,'$+.+1+"&'1%'&0#-5H*$$3'/0%15-1'3%*0',+&"#$'6#"('$+,15"50,:7'

PH'3%*0'H#-+$+13'*,5,'1<5'?@'()*',1#"(#0('%H'.%(50"'20%#(-#,1'5Q*+/.5"1;'%*0'05-%..5"(5(',511+"&'%H'
,-./0$1&2/034'/0%4+(5,'AE'()'%H'<5#(0%%.'H%0'/0%15-1+%"'D<+$5',1+$$'.#+"1#+"+"&'#"'C@'()',+&"#$=
1%="%+,5'0#1+%7'R+1<'1<+,',51*/;'+1>,'*"$+J5$3'1<#1'!NO'D+$$'5450'&%'+"1%'(+,1%01+%"'%0'#*(+2$5'$+.+1+"&7''

PH'3%*>05'(5#$+"&'D+1<'<5#4+$3=/0%-5,,5(' H55(,'3%*'-#"'*,5'#' $%D50',511+"&S' H%0',50+%*,$3'(3"#.+-'/50=
H%0.#"-5,'+1'.#3'"55('1%'25'<+&<507'!NO'<#,'T@'()'(3"#.+-'0#"&5'#1'#$$',511+"&,;'D+1<+"'B'()'%H'1<5'
1<5%051+-#$'$+.+1'H%0'AU=2+1',%*"(7'

! Analog&6$%#$%&7(*(8: shown when analog or digital inputs are selected. The 
LCD will look like this: 

6$%#$%&7(*(8&&9:;<=& This screen lets you set the Analog input sensitivity. When you’re done, 
press the softkey to go to the next screen. 

2/0341,-.&/0$&>?:@=& Current value is +14 dBu analog output when the internal digital level is 0 
dBFS. Press the softkey to go to the previous screen. 

AB&CDE&*F8$(& Use the Up and Down Cursor buttons to change the current value 

71G-2&?1G-2&&&H69:=& Current Left and Right analog output in dBu. Press the softkey to save the 
setting. 

 

!! Select a value between G-2/0$ and ,I2/0$ for the analog outputs, when 
ATM has 0 dBFS internally. This is usually set to match the Analog Input sen-
sitivity, so our recommendation for most facilities would be 2/0341&,-./0$. 
However, you can use other settings if you want ATM to also create audio 
gain or loss.  

!! The analog outputs are always active, even if a digital input has been selected.  

! H(JF$8%&CKL#: This is the time compression ratio that first shows up on the Re-
cord and Play screens. Select between 2M and the maximum selected in the 
next screen. 

                                                        
1 The +14 dBu sensitivity in the figure would make these meters read –10 dBFS with a standard +4 dBu 
line level test signal. In other words, the setting means a +14 dBu signal would read 0 dBFS—the maxi-
mum allowable digital signal—and standard line level is 10 dB less than that, or –10 dBFS. 
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! !"# $%&': This is the maximum compression that can be applied. For most flexi-
bility, we recommend 20%. However, stations with some program formats 
might want to choose a smaller value. By reducing this value, you can insure 
that your operators never exceed the limit you set.  

! ("&')*+&, (see the description of ramping under Play, page 16). Select between 
1 second and 30 seconds.   We recommend a ramp of 5 to 10 seconds for best 
results.  

! -%./)*+&,:  This is the amount of time that will be added to -%./+012 for each 
tap of the Hold button.  Hold time can be set from 5 to 300 seconds in 5 sec-
ond increments. The -%./+012 time then counts down; when it reaches zero 
ATM returns to Play mode. You may also set this value to *+&,)34+56, which 
suspends the countdown timer.   

78*9)

While broadcast engineers are becoming more and more net-savvy, you may 
need to consult with your station’s IT manager about appropriate settings for 
your data network. ATM responds to “Pings” across your network, providing 
an easy way of determining if your DHCP or manual IP setup is working.    
Note that the act of enabling and disabling DHCP, then pressing DONE will 
refresh your network settings. It may take a few moments before a new IP ad-
dress registers with ATM’s network firmware.  

! :-$;2 Choose ,0"<.,/ or /+="<.,/. Enable if your network router is set up for 
DHCP address assignment. When DHCP is enabled, your unit’s IP address, 
Subnet, DNS Server, and Gateway are supplied by the router.   

NOTE:  The following four screens appear only if you have DHCP disabled.  Also, 
IP, Subnet  and other server addresses “roll over” between their limits of 0 
and 255: If the value > is showing, press the !"#$ cursor to jump to ?@@; if 
?@@ is showing, press the %& cursor to jump to >. 

! A;)B//C,==: When manually setting network addresses, use the '()* and 
+,-.* cursor buttons to change fields; %& or !"#$ cursor buttons to set 
values. 

! 3D<0,6)&"=E: In most cases, this should be set to ?@@F?@@F?@@F>. 

! :73)3,CG,C:  This setting will be used to allow ATM to check 25-Seven servers 
for updates and other future upgrades. For now, leave it set to 0.0.0.0 

! H"6,I"J:  Supply the IP address of your LAN’s Gateway system, so that ATM can 
connect to remote servers over the Internet.  

! 7*;2 80"<.,= or /+="<.,= ATM’s ability to set its time-of-day clock automati-
cally from a Network Time Protocol server. If enabled, ATM’s clock cannot be 
manually set.   If you plan to use this feature, you should first manually set 
your clock and time zone to your local time before you enable NTP. 

! 7*;)=,CG,C2 Enter the IP address of the network time server. 
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The following two menu items appear on Axia versions of ATM only: 

! !"#$%&'!((&) Enter the Source address assigned to ATM by your administrator.  

! !"#$*+,!((&) Enter the Destination address assigned to ATM by your adminis-
trator.  

!"#$%&'()&
!"#$%&'()*+"(,&%#%-%.( /"&0"&/( /122.3( 4--1&4#"( #*+"5%65743( 487(%#9"&(74#4(%0"&( #9"(
:8#"&8"#;(<)=(-48(1/"(#9"+(#%(41#%+4#*-4..3(/"#(*#/(*8#"&84.(-.%-';(>%1&(64-*.*#3(+*?9#(4./%(
940"(*#/(%$8(!),(/"&0"&;((

!),( /"&0"&/( 4&"( %6#"8( *7"8#*6*"7( @3( 4( 7%+4*8( 84+"A4( 64+*.*4&5/%187*8?( B;-%+C( %&(
B;?%0C(DEFA(&4#9"&(#948(#9"*&(81+"&*-(:,(477&"//;(<)=(&"G1*&"/(81+"&*-(:,(477&"//"/;(

>%1H..(6*87(4(.*/#(%6(DI(/"&0"&/J($*#9(@%#9(#9"*&(7%+4*8(84+"/(487(#9"*&(:,(477&"//"/J(4#(#9"(!4#*%84.(:85
/#*#1#"( %6( I#4874&7/( 487()"-98%.%?3H/($"@/*#"K;( :8#"&84#*%84.( #*+"( /"&0"&( 7%+4*8( 84+"/( 4&"( .*/#"7( 4#(
$$$;8#2;%&?;(,."4/"(&"/2"-#(#9"(4--"//(2%.*-*"/(.*/#"7(@3(#9"(/"&0"&(2&%0*7"&(487(:)(7"24&#+"8#;(<)=(
1/"&/(/9%1.7(8"0"&(/"."-#(4(,&*+4&3(/"&0"&(6%&(!),(1274#*8?L(1/"(,%%.(%&(I"-%874&3(/"&0"&/(*8/#"47;(

)9"(@"/#($43($"(940"(6%187(#%(#"/#($9"#9"&(!),(/"&0*-"/(4&"($%&'*8?(*/(#%(+4814..3(%66/"#(3%1&(<)=(
-.%-'( @3( 4( -%12."(%6(+*81#"/J( #9"8("84@."(!),;( :6( 3%1&( 8"#$%&'( -%88"-#*%8/( 4&"($%&'*8?( 487( 3%1&(
!),(477&"//(*/(04.*7J(#9"(/3/#"+(-.%-'(/9%1.7(G1*-'.3(4-G1*&"(#9"(-%&&"-#(#*+";((

(

-./012

! -./0234(5) Select 67$895( to activate General Purpose Input / Output control, 
a parallel remote control mode accessed through the DB-25 jack on the rear 
panel. Select *#+$895( if you have a remote connected to this jack  but want 
to temporarily turn it off. 

!! GPIO wiring details are covered on page 36. 

!! ATM’s GPIO system doesn’t use noisy relays and won’t be tripped by normal 
static impulses. You can leave it 67$895( even if there is no remote control 
plugged in. 

 :6%:12

The GPIO test screen lets you verify that GPIO connections and external remotes 
are properly wired. It functions regardless of whether GPIO Mode is enabled or 
disabled. 

                                                        
1 The list itself is currently at http://tf.nist.gov/tf-cgi/servers.cgi. If NIST has moved it from that location, 
use the search box on their home page, www.nist.gov, to find “Internet Time Service”. 
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!!!!!"#$%&'()! This identifies GPIO inputs and outputs in the two rows of zeros below. 

*+,-!........!/0123! These change from 0 to 1 while ATM is receiving a trigger on the DB-25 
input (1-8)  identified in the line above.  

456,-........! Use the Left and Right Cursor buttons to select a DB-25 output (1-8). Use 
Up and Down to change that output from 0 (off) to 1 (on). 

789:!;<=+>?!!!@4A13! This line reminds you to use the Cursor buttons to select an output and 
change its state. 

When you leave the GPIO test screen, the DB-25 outputs are all reset to 0. 

! *A,3!and!4BC,3!

The GPIO system has to be configured to determine which ATM functions ap-
pear at which pins on the DB-25 connector. To configure GPIO, press the *A,3 or 
4BC,3 softkey. The LCD will look like this: 

D/*4!*+E56,-! This screen lets you map GPIO inputs to ATM functions. A similar screen 
lets you map GPIO outputs to ATM statuses and actions. 

*+"F0?G!!!!!!!/0123! Sending a contact closure to input 1 activates Record mode. Press the 
softkey to return to the D/*4!HIJ? screen. 

78!;<>!K=L5?! Use the Up and Down Cursor buttons to change which function is as-
signed. 

9:!;<>!MN?LJ!!@4A13! Use the Left or Right Cursor buttons to change the selected input. Press 
the softkey to save GPIO settings. 

 

Each of the 8 Inputs or outputs (e.g., *+", *+#, 456", 456#, etc) can be assigned 
to an ATM function, as listed on the following chart. The same function can be 
assigned to multiple inputs or outputs, if you require isolated circuits. 

!"#$%&'()*#$(% #("'*%+,**#(!% $'*"'*%+,**#(!%

Nothing Assigned AI+?! AI+?!

Record Button* 0?G! 0?G!(pulse)§!

Currently Recording ! 0GOJN+>!

Play Button* /L=P! /L=P (pulse)§!

Currently Playing ! /L=PN+>!

Hold Button*† QILJ†! QILJ (pulse)§!

Currently Holding ! QILJN+>!

Dropping to Real Time Play (standby) ! 0C/!(pulse)§!

Currently Real Time Play (standby) ! *+0C/!

Dump all audio in buffer @5RE! @5RE (pulse) §!

Record Advance (dump and record)† SJK=+G?†! !

Delayed Record¶ @LP0?G! !

Delayed Play¶ @LP/L=P! !

Delayed Hold¶ @LPQILJ! !
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Delayed Dump¶ !"#!$%&' '

Cue point #1¶  ($)*' ($)*'

Cue point #2¶ ($)+' ($)+'

... (etc)  ...(etc) ...(etc) 

Cue point #8¶ ($),' ($),'

GPIO temporarily disabled because 
user is in a (-./0 screen 

' 1"234)5'

Record Gate‡ 6)3/78)' '

Record Trigger‡ 6)39:;<' '

* —Input mimics front panel button.  

§—Output is pulsed 250 ms when function is first activated. 

†—While you can press !"#$!%&'()* on ATM’s front panel to perform a Re-
cord Advance, this won’t work from a remote because GPIO inputs are momen-
tary. Instead, assign the dedicated Record Advance function (=5>7?3)) to a 
remote input. 

‡—Record Gate (6)3/78)) and Record Trigger (6)39:;<) work together to inte-
grate ATM with satellite program services and your automation system. You can 
use them to automatically lengthen breaks and add availabilities. While RecGate 
is held low, pulsing RecTrig initiates record. If RecGate is left high or floating, 
RecTrig has no effect. If ATM is recording because of a RecTrig command, releas-
ing RecGate puts ATM into Play mode. Normal front panel or remote buttons can 
override these states at any time. 

For more on using these functions, see page 38. 

¶—“Delayed” and “Cue” settings flag the audio as it comes into ATM. When the 
flag reaches ATM’s output, the desired action takes place: either a transport ac-
tivity takes place (such as Record or Dump), or a Cue GPIO output is triggered. 

 Since flags are locked to specific audio samples, they will always happen at 
the proper word cue and appropriate place in the program material, no matter 
how much time compression or delay has been applied during playback. 

 Flags can be set during all ATM modes, including Standby. If a flag is set dur-
ing standby, the triggered action takes place almost immediately. (It takes about 
a quarter second for audio to pass from ATM’s input to output in Standby, so the 
action is similarly delayed.) 

 Cue flags can be particularly handy when dealing with network programs. For 
example, if the network equipment provides a contact closure when it’s time for 
a local break, connect it to an input that has ($)* assigned. If that closure is 
sensed during record1, ATM will mark the current audio sample. During play-

                                                        
1 This includes sensing a closure in “Phantom Record” during Hold and Playback (page 16). 
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back, ATM will send a pulse to any output with !"#$ assigned when that sample 
is reached... where it can trigger your other equipment to play the break. 

 If you connect the network’s “local break” contact closure to two inputs, one 
assigned to !"#$ and another assigned %&'()&*, ATM will also enter Hold mode 
when the cue is reached during playback. This sets the compression ratio to 0% 
for the next 30 seconds, to assure that local breaks and network breaks are the 
same length even if the network program is compressed. 

+,+-.

Pressing this softkey lets you adjust system settings 

! /01#.2)3#4 Enter the time zone your facility is located in. If you plan to set the 
time of day manually, set the time zone first, then set the clock.  If you are 
planning to use NTP (See Network settings) to automatically set your clock, 
first set the time zone, then manually set the clock. NTP will quickly adjust a 
clock that is just a few minutes off, but is slow to adjust clocks that are hours 
out of adjustment.   

Time zone selections that include Daylight Savings Time (such as EST/EDT) 
will perform the necessary seasonal adjustments when connected to most 
network clocks. However, this won’t happen if you’re setting time manually 
(see next entry), since ATM won’t know what day it is. 

! /01#.)5.%6'4 Use the cursor buttons to set the time. Use the $7879 soft key to 
set whether ATM’s clock reads AM and PM or uses 24-hour international-
standard notation.  If NTP is #36:&#* in the ;</- settings, you will not be 
able to manually set the clock; +#=.:'.;/> will be displayed instead.  

! ?@0AB=3#CC4 Adjusts the LCD backlight brightness. 

! !)3=@6C=4 Adjusts the LCD contrast for different viewing angles. 

You might find it helpful to periodically re-adjust ?@0AB=3#CC and !)3D
=@6C=, as the LCD and its backlight age. 

! +E@##3.+6F#@4 Turns off the LCD backlight when in Standby mode, after a pre-
determined time.  If this value is set to G minutes, the LCD backlight never 
turns off; note that this may reduce the LCD’s service life.  

! H)03.%0CI&6'4 Sets the default view for whether the Play screen displays a 
minutes:seconds countdown to the join time, or displays the J#EK time. Re-
gardless of how this is set, you can switch freely between these views from the 
Play screen. 

!"#$%&'())"&%
When ATM is in standby mode and displaying.J#6&D/01#.>&6', you can press the 
L;MN- soft key to view system settings.  
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Info screens generally report two settings each: 

On XLR-equipped ATMs, you’ll see 

! !"#$% [Analog, AES/EBU, or s/pdif] and &'(ital )$%put [AES/EBU or s/pdif]. 

! !"#$%*+,- (sensitivity) and analog*)$%*.,/,. [both in dBu referenced to 0 
dBFS]. 

On Axia-configured ATMs, you’ll see 

! 01'2*345*0664 Axia Source Address 

! 01'2*&7%*0664 Axia Destination Address 

On all ATMs, you’ll also see  

! 8.95: time and ;<= status. ;<= will display 6'72>.,6, or show the NTP IP server 
address if Network Time Protocol is enabled. 

! ;,%?94:*0664ess and Subnet @27: 

! 3,4'2.*"$A>,4B*@,A94C*52#25'%C (as installed), and*D,47'9" (software 
version and build date) 

!"#$%&&%$'(")
The Audio Time Manager is designed to fit in a standard 19" equipment rack, 2 units 
high by 12.5" deep (allow additional depth for the connectors). While it does not gener-
ate much heat, we recommend you allow at least one unit of blank panel for ventilation 
if a heat-generating device is mounted below it.  Do not block the two vents on the rear 
of the unit. 

The internal power supply will self-adapt to any voltage between 100 – 240 v 50/60 Hz. 
It consumes 1.8 A maximum; typical draw is about 32 watt @ 120VAC.  

We recommend that ATM be connected to a UPS (uninterruptable power supply), to 
prevent loss of audio in case of a power disruption. This is good advice for any mission-
critical electrical device. 

*'+"%&),-%'")
ATM can be inserted anywhere in an analog or digital signal path where you want to 
control program timing and duration. But for maximum flexibility and efficiency, we 
recommend using a routing switcher: have every source you’d want to time-control 
(such as remotes and network feeds)connected to an input, and at least one output for 
ATM and one for monitoring. Connect ATM’s output directly to a console input chan-
nel, or back through another router input. Obviously, you need stereo connections at 
the router if you intend to use ATM for stereo signals. 
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In many cases, this router already exists in 
your facility. All you’ll need to do is provide 
the mono or stereo input and output for 
ATM.  

In the drawing, the network feed is going to 
both ATM and console channel 1. Channel 1 
feeds just a cue speaker, so the operator can 
hear the network while ATM is recording.  
Typical router installation. Active circuits are shown 
with bold lines. In this case, we’re managing the tim-
ing of a network program, so the network is fed to 
both ATM’s input and also to a console channel for 
operator cueing. ATM’s output  is fed to a different 
console channel and then to air. (If you want to use 
one less router input, you can send ATM’s output di-
rectly to a console input.) 

 

!"#$%&#'"(%
! "#$%&!'()*+!! ! ! ! ,(-.#/!0*+)*+1! 23/3+-.!0*+)*+!

! ! 4%+$#&5! 67898! :"'0! ,(-.#/!'()*+1! 23/3+-.!'()*+ 

!"#$%&'()*+&
Standard IEC configuration self-adapts to any voltage between 100 – 240 volts AC, 50 or 
60 Hz. 

,$+#"%-&
Connect to a standard 10/100Base-T network connection. This port is used for software 
updates, synchronization to a network time server, and secure remote control via a web 
browser. If connected to the Internet, it should be behind a hardware firewall. 

On Axia-configured ATMs, this port is also used for Livewire audio over IP. 

.(/0"1&2*+)*+3&
These are electronically balanced XLR male, pin 2 hot, designed to feed a load of 600  
or greater. For information on levels see page 27.  

Unbalanced operation is not recommended. 
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ATM uses advanced algorithms to process signals in true stereo, with no smearing or 
variation in the stereo field during time compression. So while the analog outputs (and 
analog inputs) are labeled !"# and !"$%on the back panel, we assume you’ll be using 
them for the left and right channels of a stereo pair and that’s how we’ve written this 
documentation.  

However, you can use ATM for dual, identical processing of two mono signals. There’s 
no cross-talk.  

!"#"$%&'()$*)$'
When set to AES/EBU via the configuration menu, this output conforms to IEC 958 Pro-
fessional (5v p-p, 110  balanced) on XLR connectors. Output is 16-bit PCM linear.  

When set to s/pdif, the voltage and impedance switches to IEC 958 Consumer (.5v p-p, 
75  unbalanced):  connect signal to pin 2 and shield to pin 3 only. Do not connect pin 1 
for s/pdif operation. 

This digital output is always active, so you can use ATM as the converter if you have to 
handle an analog signal in a digital plant.  

If there is no signal on the digital input jack, ATM provides its own low-jitter clock at a 
44.1 kHz sample rate. When there is a valid 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz, or 48 kHz signal at the 
digital input jack—even if analog inputs are selected—the internal clock and digital 
output are locked to it. Use this feature to make sure ATM’s output works smoothly 
with your routers and other equipment. But see the warning about digital clocking on 
page 39.  

+,-./.'
This jack is used for serial remote control, and configured as a computer DTE port simi-
lar to the Comm 1 jack on most PCs. ATM communicates at 9600 baud, no parity, 8 bits, 
1 stop bit, no flow control (usually referred to as “9600N81”. 

If you want to control it from a computer or dumb terminal, you’ll need a null modem 
or a cable that reverses pins 2 and 3, pins 4 and 6, and pins 7 and 8.  

Details of the command language are on page 40. 

012('
Eight parallel control inputs and eight parallel control outputs appear on a DB-25 con-
nector, with pinouts detailed below. Input and output functions are assigned through a 
!"#$% menu; details are on page 30. 

Inputs and outputs are opto-isolated for easy interface to other equipment. A +5v sup-
ply and ground are also brought out to the DB-25 for simple remote controls using 
pushbuttons and LED status readouts. 

The +5v supply can carry 200 mA, more than adequate for 8 LEDs and 8 logic inputs. It 
is protected by an internal, self-resetting thermal circuit breaker. 
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Basic remote control: 

1)  Use the connections shown in gray on the left side of the figure that follows. At the 
DB-25, jump pin 1 (input common) to pin 6 (+5v).  

2)  Connect one side of an SPST NO pushbutton to pin 19 (ground); connect the other 
side to pin 14 (Input 1).  

3)  Add up to 7 more pushbuttons as needed, connecting one side of all to pin 19 as 
common, and connecting their other sides to the individual inputs in the chart be-
low.  

!"#$%&'()#%*+
,-+.$(

/"(0/1(#"&2)
3"**"-

45(6

!

0/1(7-8

45!"

#

!$%
!"#$%&'(%)#*+,

-./0./

12%3

12%3 4567

8#$$#9

&'(%:9;

!

"

#$%

&

 

ATM typical remote input (left) and output (right) circuits. Use the connections shown in gray for simple 
pushbutton control. Or use just the opto-isolator connections without pins 6 and 19 for interface to other 
equipment. DB-25 pinouts shown in bold. * indicates individual DB-25 pins for the 8 inputs and 8 out-
puts; see chart below. 

Basic remote readout: 

1)  Use the connections shown in gray on the right side of the figure. At the DB-25, 
connect pin 7 (output common) to pin 19 (ATM ground).  

2)  Connect a 4.7 k  1/4 watt resistor between pin 6 (+5 V) and the anode or + lead of 
an LED; connect the cathode or – lead of the LED to pin 20 (output 1).  

3)  Add up to 7 more resistor-and-LED combinations as needed, using pin 6 as the 
common voltage supply and connecting the LEDs cathodes to individual outputs in 
the chart below.  

Connecting to external logic or relay circuits: 

ATM’s GPIO inputs and outputs are isolated from its power supply and ground, and can 
be connected to external logic circuits or the power supplies in remote equipment: 

!! Inputs require at least 6 mA flowing from the input common (pin 1) and the individ-
ual input circuit pin. 

!! Outputs can carry up to 100 mA, up to 30 V DC, between the individual output cir-
cuit pin and output common (pin 7).  

!! Outputs may conduct for a few seconds during ATM power-up, as part of a self-test 
routine. Be aware of this if you are restarting ATM while the GPIO is connected to 
other equipment. 
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!"#$%"&'()*%
!"#$ %"&#'($ !"#$ %"&#'($

1 Input Common 14 Input 1 

2 Input 2 15 Input 3 

3 Input 4 16 Input 5 

4 Input 6 17 Input 7 

5 Input 8 18 NC 

6 +5 VDC 19 Ground 

7 Output Common 20 Output 1 

8 Output 2 21 Output 3 

9 Output 4 22 Output 5 

10 Output 6 23 Output 7 

11 Output 8 24 NC 

12 Ground 25 NC 

13 NC NC — No internal connection 

!"#$%&#'()$*+,&#'$-).'#/)0&#+11'#+)2+(+'3+,4)
You can set up ATM to lengthen local breaks in network programming 
automatically, by wiring contact closures from your satellite or 

network cue receiver and automation system to ATM’s 
GPIO inputs. More spots can be added to the automation’s 
log than would normally fit in the break, and ATM will delay 

the return to network exactly long enough to 
accommodate them, without losing any network 
content, and without operator intervention. 

The key to making this work is using ATM’s !"#$%&
configuration&screen to assign Record Gate 
('()!*+() and Record Trigger ('(),-./) com-
mands to those GPIO inputs, as discussed on page 
32. While RecGate is held low, pulsing RecTrig ini-

tiates record. If RecGate is left high or floating, RecTrig 
has no effect. If ATM is recording because of a RecTrig 
command, releasing RecGate puts ATM into Play mode. 

In a typical application, connect the GPIO input assigned 
to RecGate to an output relay of your automation system. Configure the automation 
system to close that relay when a local break starts, and release it when the break is 
over. Your automation manufacturer can help you develop the proper commands, 
which may need to be manually inserted in the log. 
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Connect the satellite’s “Return to Network” relay closure to the ATM GPIO input that’s 
been assigned Record Trigger. Route the satellite’s audio through ATM, and then to 
your console or the appropriate input on your automation system. 

Any additional network cue relay closures that would normally go to the automation 
system can be routed through ATM. Wire the network cue output relays to GPIO inputs, 
assigned to numbered Cue flags (page 30); wire GPIO outputs with matching Cue flag 
assignments to the automation inputs. By running these relay closures through ATM, 
network cues are kept in perfect sync against the audio, even when ATM is delaying or 
compressing the programming. 

Here’s how this setup can work: 

!! When the network sends a “Begin Local Break” command, your automation system 
plays the log entry to close the RecGate relay, and begins playing local spots.  

!! The automation system keeps the Record Gate relay closed as long as local spots are 
playing, even if there are more spots than the network break would normally ac-
commodate. When the network sends “Return to Network”, it activates Record Trig-
ger and  ATM starts recording network programming.   

!! When the local break is over, your automation system sends the command to re-
lease the Record Gate relay. This puts ATM into play mode, seamlessly joining the 
network and sounding as if they had given you a longer break. 

!"#$%&'(")*+,'
These are electronically balanced XLR female, pin 2 hot, with a load of 20k : this makes 
it compatible with all modern electronically-balanced outputs. If fed from a trans-
former-balanced output, we recommend bridging a 680  resistor between pins 2 and 3. 
For information on levels see page 27.  

Unbalanced operation is not recommended. 

-.&.+#$'(")*+'
When set to AES/EBU via the configuration menu, this input conforms to IEC 958 Pro-
fessional (5v p-p, 110  balanced) on XLR connectors.  

When set to s/pdif, the voltage and impedance switches to IEC 958 Consumer (.5v p-p, 
75  unbalanced):  connect signal to pin 2 and shield to pins 1 and 3. 

Warning: ATM locks to any valid 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz, or 48 kHz signal at this connec-
tor, even if you’ve selected analog for the audio input. This lets you keep ATM’s 
digital output compatible with other equipment. But because of this feature, both 
the analog and digital outputs can be disrupted if ATM sees an intermittent or weak 
digital input signal. Do not connect, remove, or change a digital input signal while 
ATM is on the air. 

Under extreme circumstances, an intermittent digital input can cause erratic audio be-
havior. If this happens, power-cycle the ATM. 
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!"#$%&'()*+#)&',%*-.%-"'
ATM can be controlled by a computer connected to the DB-9 jack on the rear panel; 
wiring and data format details are on page 36. 

We deliberately designed ATM’s control language to be simple: all that’s needed are 
single keystrokes, or trivial routines in any computer language.  

Commands are sent as single ASCII characters, case-insensitive, with no carriage return 
or linefeed: for example, if you’ve connected ATM to a terminal program, all you have to 
do is hit “R” to start recording. 

Commands are executed immediately upon receipt, and are not echoed.  

Transport Commands Compression Settings 
cmd action cmd setting 

A Record Advance 0  None (Delay) 

R Record 1  2 mins/hr (3.3%) 

P Play 2  3 mins/hr (5%) 

H Hold 3  4 mins/hr (6.6%) 

D Dump 4  5 mins/hr (8.3%) 

S Delayed Record 5  6 mins/hr (10%) 

T Delayed Play 6  8 mins/hr (13.3%) 

I Delayed Hold 7 10 mins/hr (16.6%) 

E Delayed Dump 8 12 mins/hr (20%) 

U Set Cue 1 

V Set Cue 2 

W Set Cue 3 

X Set Cue 4 

Y Set Cue 5 

See explanation of “Delayed” settings 
on page 32. 
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!"#$%&'(#)%"*
ATM’s Version 2.2 Axia Software gives you the benefits of Audio Over IP, with complete 
integration in an Axia / Livewire environment. Basic operation requires just an Ethernet 
connection to an Axia system. High-quality audio gets carried on that same network 
cable and standard computer components route it to the right destination in your facil-
ity. No additional audio wiring is needed; in fact, Axia-equipped ATMs don’t even have 
active analog or AES/EBU audio ports. 

All controls, and most of the menus, are identical to the standard Audio Time Manager.  
Operators won’t have to learn anything new. Installation and setup is almost the same, 
with a few important exceptions. We recommend you read the main ATM manual first. 
Once you’re familiar with ATM’s functions and menus, use this supplement to under-
stand Axia-specific setup.  

+,#-%$.*/,#'0*
Since ATM-Axia uses network connections instead of standard analog or digital audio 
wiring, it won’t operate until it’s been properly configured for your network. An IP ad-
dress must be assigned, and Livewire source and destination channels have to be speci-
fied. 

!""#$%%$%&
Using the softkeys (page 29), press !"#$% and then "&'% to open the Network menu. 
Set up ()!*, +* ,--./00, and 1234/5 6708 according to the instructions on page 29. 
You may need to contact your network administrator for specific information about 
your installation. 

Once you’ve done this setup, use the +"#9% softkey (page 34) to verify ATM’s IP ad-
dress. Then you can check the connection by Pinging that address from another com-
puter on your network. 

If you are using DHCP and the +"#9 screen says the IP Address is 0.0.0.0, try assigning 
an unused static address that is valid for your network. Power cycle ATM after making 
and saving this change.   

!'()&*+),,$-%&
Since ATM-Livewire uses network connections instead of standard analog or digital 
audio wiring, it won’t operate until it’s been properly configured for your network. 

ATM’s output audio is broadcast to the network as a single Livewire Source Channel, 
identified by a number between 1 and 32,767. This number should be unique on your 
network, and not be assigned to any other source channel. 
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Go to the Network menu (page 29) and select !"#$ %&'()*. The LCD will look like this: 

!"#$+%&'()*+++,-./0+ This screen lets you set the channel number for ATM’s output as a  
Source. When you’re done, press the softkey to see the next screen. 

12113+++++++++45-60+ Current value is 05001. Other devices on the network can listen to ATM at 
this address. Press the softkey if you want the previous screen. 

78+9:;+<$='*+ Use the Up and Down Cursor buttons to change the Source value. 

>?+@AB+311++++CD,-0+ Press the Left and Right Cursor buttons to increment the Source value by 
100 at a time. Press the softkey to save this setting. 

 

ATM’s input is fed by specifying a Livewire Destination Channel number. This is the 
Source Channel number of some other device on the network. It’s often the output of a 
console, but it can be a network or remote, or any other signal source. 

Select !"#$ C*EF from the network menu. The LCD will look like this: 

!"#$+C*EFG++++,-./0+ This screen lets you set which signal goes to ATM’s input. 

1311H+++++++++45-60+ This must be set to Source address of some other device on your Axia 
network. In this case, it’s 01003. 

78+9:;+<$='*+ Use the Up and Down Cursor buttons to change the input address. 

>?+@AB+311++++CD,-0+ Press the Left and Right Cursor buttons to increment the value by 100 at a 
time. Press the softkey to save this setting. 

 

Remember: on the !"#$+C*EF screen, ATM is the destination. Enter the channel num-
ber of some other source you want ATM to process.  

Once you’ve set an address in this screen, ATM checks the network to make sure it’s a 
valid source. If it is, the green front panel !"#$% LED will light. 

!! The LED shows that ATM is connected to a source on the network and is ready for 
use. It doesn’t necessarily indicate that there’s program audio on that source—it 
may be silence, while waiting for a network feed or a remote to start—but that a 
good connection has been made. 

When both Source and Destination channel numbers are correct, ATM is ready for 
Livewire audio. You can check the signal flow by putting ATM in real-time play, feeding 
it a signal, and listening to ATM’s Source Address on any Axia control surface or other 
monitor point.  

If you are controlling your network with Pathfinder  routing and control software, you 
have to register ATM in Pathfinder’s configuration controls. If Pathfinder doesn’t know 
ATM is on the network, you won’t be able to use that software to route its audio.  
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!"#$%&'()##*+,-.
During startup, ATM’s LCD will look like this for a moment:  

!"#$#%&'()*''''  

+,-#)'.$*/"0' This means that ATM is logging on to the Livewire network. 

''''''''''''''12345' Use this softkey to access the Configuration menu. 

''''''''''''''62375' Use this softkey to check ATM’s setup info. 

  

The screen will go away after ATM has successfully logged onto the Livewire network. If 
it remains on for several minutes after powering up, check the following: 

!! Does the 6237 screen show a valid IP address? 

!! If not, and you’re using DHCP, try entering a manual address and restarting 

!! If the address is valid, can you Ping this address from another machine on the same 
network segment?  

!! If not, check network connections, cables, and switches.  

!! Is ATM as a destination (+8#" 9/.$) set a valid source channel number for some 
other device on your Livewire network? If so, the Audio LED will light green, and the 
!"#$#%& ()* +,-#) :$*/"0 message will disappear.  Note that silence is just as 
valid a signal as tone or music, so don’t mistake lack of program material for a lack 
of connectivity.  

Once you’re sure audio is being sent to ATM,  the unit will start in Real-Time Play mode. 
Now you should be able to monitor its Source address (as set in the +8#"':),*;/'
screen) from other devices on the Axia network. Verify meter and monitor levels to and 
from the ATM at your Livewire node or control surface.    

!"#$%$&'()*#+,-.(
ATM’s link to the network should never be disconnected while the unit is in normal op-
eration. Loss of network connection while the unit is operating will result in a loss of 
audio, and !"#$#%& ()* +,-#) .$*/"0 gets displayed on the LCD.  

Once the network connection is restored, ATM will come up in Real-Time Play. 

If the network connection was only out momentarily, but there was a lot of audio al-
ready in ATM’s memory, you may be able to recover audio that was sent to ATM before 
the interruption.  

1)! Press the !"#$!% button. 

2)! Press the 1<=5 softkey.  

3)! Rewind back in time to before the outage took place (see page 13). 

4)! Then press &'(). 
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!"#$%&%$'(%)*+,,
Audio:  
 S/N =  84 dB with 10 dB headroom (94 dB dynamic range), A-weighted   
 THD @ 1 kHz = .01%; IMD (IHF) = .01% 
 Frequency response = ±.5 dB 20 Hz – 20 kHz 
 Measured with analog i/o; expect slightly better results with digital i/o.  
 No change in audio quality with increased time compression. 

Dimensions: 19"x12.5"x3.5".  

Weight: 7.5 lbs (chassis). 

Power: 100 –240 v 50/60Hz, self-adjusting. 1.8 A maximum draw; typically 32 watt @ 
120VAC.  
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25-Seven Systems 
1241 Superior Avenue East 
Cleveland OH 44114   USA 
888.257.2578  (US toll free) 216.241.7225 
anytime tech support 216.622.0247 
info@25-seven.com             
www.25-seven.com 

-*##*(+.$
25-Seven Systems, A Telos Alliance Company (hereinafter “25-Seven” and “we” or “us”) 
warrants Audio Time Manager (“ATM” and “the unit”) to be free from defects in mate-
rial and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of receipt by the end-user.  

This warranty is void if the unit is subject to Acts of God including (without limitation) 
lightning; improper installation or misuse including (without limitation) power line 
surges; accident; neglect or damage.  

EXCEPT FOR THE ABOVE-STATED WARRANTY, 25-SEVEN MAKES NO WARRANTIES, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED (INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE).  

In no event will 25-Seven, its employees, agents or authorized dealers be liable for 
incidental or consequential damages, or for loss, damage, or expense directly or 
indirectly arising from the use of ATM or the inability to use ATM either separately or in 
combination with other equipment or materials, or from any other cause. 

In order to invoke this Warranty, notice of a warranty claim must be received by 
25-Seven within the above-stated warranty period and warranty coverage must be 
authorized by us. If we authorize the performance of warranty service, we will supply a 
shipping address and return authorization number: the defective unit must be 
delivered to that address, shipping prepaid and with that authorization number clearly 
marked. 

We at our option will either repair or replace the unit and such action shall be the full 
extent of 25-Seven’s obligation under this Warranty. After the unit is repaired or 
replaced, we will return it to the party that sent the unit and will pay the cost of ground 
shipping.  

25-Seven’s authorized dealers are not authorized to assume for us any additional 
obligations or liabilities in connection with the dealers’ sale of the unit. 


